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I. Abstract

Immediately following the events of September

11, 2001, a 'Washington

News Poll indicated that 39(% of Americans had an unfavorable
14% believed that the religion encouraged

Post-ABC

view of Islam and

violence against non-Muslims.

When this

same poll was conducted again in 2010,49% new looked upon Islam unfavorably
and 31 % felt that the religion was violent. This rise in fear of Islam is indicative
what I mean by Islamophobia in contemporary

of

America. By critically examining

America's recent past, effectively between the years 2008 and 2011, I aim to identify
numerous examples oflslam::rphobia
Zero Mosque").

(e.g., "Burn a Qur'an Day" and the "Ground
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IV. Introduction
Before beginning,
attempt

it is critical that I establish

to make this thesis as rewarding

attempted

to narrowly

research

questions:

America?

construct

and substantive

boundaries

as possible,

I have

for my writing by asking two primary

How and why does Islamophobia

manifest

in contemporary

It should be noted that the "How" is the primary focus of this work, while

the "Why" is more of a supplementary

addition.

This was purposefully

done

because

of the sheer magnitude

hesitant

to devote too much time or effort to explaining why Islamophobia

manifests

because

Whereas

and more objective nature of the first section.

the arguments

could poll the individuals

are almost entirely subjective.

discussed

It is because

they are so important

upon volumes

could be written

consequences,

implications,

are not important-quite

on those topics and attempting

is imperative

that these concepts

them. Volumes

to undertake

be investigated

even further.

with

I fully acknowledge
convinced

scope was merited.

Additionally,
manifestations

such a

over these topics, it

that others may critique this thesis as not going far enough, but I remain
that my narrow

actually.

as no topic could be addressed

Despite the fact that much has already been written

my discussion

of Islamophobia

in the United States that occurred

will be limited to significant
between

to

or solutions.

the opposite

that I must refrain from including

in this thesis would prove detrimental,

any depth.

their reasoning.

the "How" and the "Why," I will not attempt

of Islamophobia's

That is not to say that these matters

I am

It is not as if one

in this thesis so as to determine

I only aim to address

engage in a discussion

burden

In an

the scope of this thesis.

2008 and 2011. These

2
years coincide with the beginning of both the 2010 midterm
the 2012 general election campaigns

respectively.

undertaking

to address

this particular

criticism/prudent

thesis.

The first is differentiating

associated
between

critique and Islamophobia.

Report echoes this concern by noting, "It is not intrinsically

with

legitimate

The Runnymede

phobic or prejudiced,

course, to disagree with or to disapprove

of Muslim beliefs, laws, or practices."l

liberal democracy, it must be recognized

that such criticism

healthy and productive.

How then does one attempt

two types of argumentation?
successful completion

This will be particularly

of my thesis depends

and debate

to differentiate
challenging

because

fully-agreed-upon

make this distinction.

way to clearly and objectively

are almost universally

clearly are not. As an example, most would probably
exemplifies Islamophobia,
surrounding
Islamophobia

but everyone

these

the

there is no perfect,

agreed

Whereas
upon, others

agree that "Burn a Qur'an Day"

might not agree that the controversy

"The 99" does. Consequently,
that I list hereafter

In a

upon my being able to distinguish
Unfortunately,

of Islamophobia

of

is both

between

between legitimate criticism and Islamophobia.

some manifestations

and

as possible.

the two major challenges

suspicion/informed

campaigns

This limited range of examples

will further work to make my thesis as substantive

It is also important

election

I recognize

that the manifestations

of

will not be agreed upon by all. There is a certain

degree of subjectivity involved in this project that simply cannot be avoided.
However, this is precisely why my primary

methodology

for this thesis will be

1 "Islamophobia:
A Challenge for Us All." The Runnymede Trust. 1997. Web. 30
December 2010. <http:j /www.runnymedetrust.org/publications/17/32.html>
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rhetorical

analysis.

In other words, I am generally

taken and more interested

necessarily

extremism

discriminatory.

do not always constitute

within a particular
It is through

leaders, and other outspoken

individuals

motivations.

It is by analyzing the rhetoric

enormity

and problematic

tentative

conclusions

based upon my

in manifestations

try to not approach

of
these

this topic due to its

Instead, as an objective scholar, I will only draw
by

public, and others are based on a truthful, informed

of Islam and the American

political process.

In other words, Iwill be

critical of claims that are not based in fact and cannot be supported
but even then I will not go so far as to assert that these concerns

v. The

I shall

about the extent to which the fears that are expressed

the American

understanding

nature.

that I

of Islamophobia.

It is not within the scope of this thesis to evaluate whether

are founded, and Iwill earnestly

This

for the term.

beliefs about the merit of the claims expressed

politicians,

is not

reveal their xenophobic

that I face is avoiding judgment

concerns

To be

community

return to this topic when I offer a definition

Islamophobia.

Islamophobia.

religious community

am able to show that an example is indeed a manifestation

The second major challenge

I admit that

language that politicians,

is why a since focus on language is so critical.

personal

in the actions

the language used to justify those actions.

these actions in and of themselves
sure, investigating

less interested

with evidence,

are not warranted.

Runnymede Report
Before defining Islamophobia

important

to better understand

and providing

what many scholars

specific instances
have deemed

of it, it is

the foundational

4
text on Islamophobia

primarily

because it was one of the first instances

organization

or a person offered a comprehensive

Runnymede

Report, as it is often called, is a 1997 work that was published

the name "Islarnophobia:
the Runnymede

definition

in which an

be "the UK's leading independent
founded in 1968, essentially

donor-funded

commission

works to generate

of a similar report.

two years later, it was proposed

!slamophobia

Consequently,
was created

commission

that a commission

for Racial Equality, director

actually came out of the
Trust established

be organized

a

to conSider

was chaired by Professor

ecologist who previously

professors,

related to ,

on British Muslims and

and the Royal Geographical

included university

which was

In the report that was iSsued

in 1996. The commission

Gordon Conway, an agricultural
Rockefeller Foundation

in Britain.

the Commission

to

equality, and financial inclusion.4

In 1992, the Runnymede

anti-Semitism

by

that proclaims

public policy research

to create a report on Islamophobia

to investigate

lslamophobia-"

organization

race equality think tank."3 Runnymede,

amongst other topics, criminal justice, education,

recommendations

under

A Challenge for Us All." This report was commissioned

Trust, an independent,

The motivation

for the terrn-, The

served as President

Society.

Other members

Sir
of the
of the

a bishop, the chair of the Jewish CounCil

of the Calamus Foundation,

and the chair of the

Bradford Health Authority.
Allen, Christopher. lslamophobia. Great Britain: Ashgate Publishing, 2010. 54.
"About Us." The Runnymede Trust. n.d. Web. 4 February 2012.
<http://www.runnymedetrust.org/about.html>
4 "Jim Rose Lecture."
The Runnymede Trust. n.d. Web. 4 February 2012.
<http://www.runnymedetrust.org/latestNews/events/jim-rose-lecture.html>
5 "Commission on British Muslims." The Runnymede
Trust. n.d. Web. 4 February
2

3

2012.
<http://www.runnymedetrust.org/projects/commissionOnBritishMuslims.html>
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As a means to gather research,
meetings,

lasting anywhere

During these meetings,
leaders

perspectives.
commission

commission

formalized

until February

the commission

its features

and think tanks.

It is in this section that the authors

They accomplish

this by outlining eight primary

views of Islam," which they find to be the root of Islamophobia.

the most important
actually define
features

of "closed

These findings,
because they

of this thesis.

thus will not be discussed

to this thesis, and

in any detail. After defining Islarnophobia,

outlines the history of anti-Muslim

sentiment

in Great Britain.

focus on the role of the media and the serious ramifications

Islamophobia.

Drawing off the

in the next section, are of critical importance

Much of the other findings of the report are extra-topical

concludes

including

was able to revisit and revise a few issues

in this report, the second is certainly

in the context of this project.

report

and dangers."

the finalized report that has become so well known.

Of the ten chapters

serve as the foundation

also made an

to a collection of 3,500 organizations,

agencies, universities,

before finally publishing

which will be explored

community

1997, at which time the

a paper entitled "Islamophobia,

police forces, government

Islamophobia.

engaged numerous

those age 17-24. The commission

This work continued

responses,

members

1996.

all across the country so as to obtain a wide array of

This work was then distributed

160 written

began holding a series of

from half a day to a whole day, in December

and Muslims, particularly

effort to hold seminars

the commission

with a list of recommendations

the report

The authors

of Islamophobia.

on how to respond

to

then
The

6

VI. Islamophobia

After learning about the foundational text on Islamophobia, I feel it is
appropriate to engage in a deeper discussion of the term itself. I will examine the
term's history and problems, before finally offering a definition and a list of criteria.
Imam Dr. Abduljalil Sajid, Chairman of the Muslim Council for Religious and
Racial Harmony in the United Kingdom, is relatively well known for declaring,
"lslarnophobia

is a new word for an old fear."6 With all due respect to Imam Sajid,

this is not exactly true. As will be shown, the term is not new. To be fair, the term
was not popularized until after the Runnymede Report was published in 1997 and
then to a much greater extent in 2001 after the events of September 11. However,
Dr. Chris Allen, a research fellow at the Institute of Applied Social Studies at the
University of Birmingham, writes that the term seems to appear in print first in
1925 when Alphonse Etienne Dinet and Sliman ben Ibrahim drafted L 'Orient vu de
I'Occident, a biography of the prophet Muhammad. In this work, Dinet and Ibrahim

use the phrase "acces de delire islamophobe"

which roughly translates to an

"Islamophobic delirium." Thus, the term is nearly a century old. However, Allen is
quick to point out that this usage does not reflect the current usage or conception of
the terrn.?
As one might expect, it is quite difficult to articulate the exact origin of the
modern understanding of Islamophobia. Scholars point to a number of different
time periods and locations, so there is no consensus even within the academy.
Sajid, Abduljalil. "Islamophobia: A new word for an old fear." Osee Conference on
Anti-Semitism and on Other Forms of Intolerance. 8 June 2005. Web. 1 March
2012. <http://www.osce.org/cio/15618>
7 Allen. 5.
6

7
Furthermore,

Allen provides

organizations

who lay claim to coining the term. According to Allen, Khaleda Khan

offers the most promising
understanding

several different examples

theory for understanding

of this term.

of individuals

the origin of the modern

Khan, who serves as director

argues that the term Islamophobia
London during the early 1980s.

and

finds its beginnings

of the An-Nisa Society,

in a grassroots

situation

Thanks to various factors such as immigration

in
and

the strong, public sense of Muslim identity that was forming, a distinct and
unprecedented
surrounding
prejudice

anti-Muslim

was born. A year following the controversy

The Satanic Verses in 19898, which certainly
that was already present,

A Strategy for Survival.
describes

prejudice

Klaim Siddiqui published

In the introduction

Allen concludes

The Muslim Manifesto:

to this text, the author explicitly

the hatred, hostility, and discrimination

Islamophobia.

acted as a catalyst for the

in Europe that is associated

that the term Islarnophobia

was most certainly in

use by this time. In fact, in 1991, just a year later, an American
Insight on the News published
activities

in Afghanistan.

with

periodical

entitled

a piece that used the term while discussing

Russian

It is interesting

to note that the Oxford English Dictionary

lists the Insight on the News article as the first instance

of the term in print.

Also known as the "Rushdie Affair," this controversy stemmed from the reaction to
Salman Rushdie's 1988 novel entitled The Satanic Verses. This work alleged that
while the Prophet Muhammad was receiving the Qur'an, he was deceived into
believing that three verses came from the angel Gabriel when they actually came
from the devil. The verses, which are described by Ibn Ishaq in the first biography
of Muhammad, permit Muslims to pray to Allar, Uzza, and Manah, three Meccan
goddesses, as intermediaries.
The verses were subsequently withdrawn and are
therefore not found in current versions of the Qur'an, The Satanic Verses prompted
a violent uproar from Muslims around the world, ultimately resulting in a fatwa that
called for Rushdie's death.
8

8

Admittedly, the term Islamophobia

is problematic

suffix "phobia," The American Psychiatric
abnormally

fearful response

notes, "[A phobia]

and uncontrollable,

practically

The APA further reveals that phobias

panic, dread, horror, or terror" and "rapid heartbeat,
and an overwhelming

of the use of the

desire to flee the situation,"

shortness

of breath,

These descriptions

It would be a stretch to argue that people experience

"rapid heartbeat,"

or "shortness

anti-Muslim

a 'phobia' in the psychiatric

fears, hostility

certainly contend, as Garibaldi does, that some, but perhaps

appear "fearful" is motivated
conducting my research,

do not exactly
"panic,"

or prejudice

sense and thus the use of the

may need to be re-evaluated."!"

can control their so-called fear,ll

trembling,

of breath" when thinking about Islam, This leads

Dr, lalees Rehman to conclude, "Therefore,

neologism 'lslamophobia'

taking over

create "feelings of

fit Islamophobia,

do not really constitute

is an

to a danger that is imagined or is irrationally

exaggerated .., Reactions are automatic
the person's thoughts."?

Association

because

Additionally,

not all, Islamophobes

In fact, they are in full control.

by their fame and widespread

one could

Their choice to

following,

After

I am more inclined to deem these manifestations

examples of prejudice against Muslims or anti-Muslim

sentiment

to be

than a genuine

phobia,

"Phobias," American Psychiatric Association, n.d, Web,S December 2011.
<http.y /healthyrninds.org/MalnTopic/Phobias.aspx>
10 Rehman, [alees, "Tslamophobia'
is Not a Phobia," The Huffington Post, 23 March
2011, Web,S December 2011, <http://www.huffingtonpost.com/jaleesrehman/islamophobia-is-not-a-pho_b_83916S,html>
11 Garibaldi, "Tslamophobia'
is not a Neologism Anymore-it's
Mainstream,"
Loon
Watch, 17 August 2011, Web,S December 2011,
<http://www.loonwatch.com/2011/08/islamophobia-is-not-a-neologismanyrnore-its-mainstream/>

9

9

Additionally,
consequently

the term is problematic

become somewhat

used inappropriately
consider

demonized

legitimate

of Islam. This is particularly

troubling

Report:

in a democratic

"In a liberal democracy

manifested

the desire to define the anti-Muslim

so strongly

mainstream

vocabulary,

in recent years.

definition.

sentiment

Because Islamophobia

I see no need to complicate

term (e.g., anti-Muslimism,

abbreviated

neologism

robustly,

society.

I

it is inevitable
opinions and

with which they disagree."12

I recognize

recognize

followed

people are unwilling to offer what can be recognized

and healthy that people will criticize and oppose, sometimes

different

is generally

Dr. Rehman and many others argue that the

agree with the Runnymede

practices

that

criticism of Islam. Because no one wants to be

as an Islarnophobe,

as fair criticisms
certainly

The invoking of Islamophobia

not logic. Consequently,

term suppresses

While it can be a useful term, it is

of a critique of Islam, people are quick to presume

means Islamophobia.

by emotion,

stigmatized.

and

and far too often. It seems that rather than taking the time

the legitimacy

criticisms

in that it has been misappropriated

anti-Islarnism,

and not fully accepted

Islamophobia
as standard

has entered

into

the issue further by using a
anti-Muslim

I will simply use the term Islamophobia.

that I might surround

that has

with quotation
English.

racism) or an
To this point, I
marks, as it a

However, I have chosen not

to do this.
As a means of addressing
distinguishing

12

it from legitimate

"Islarnophobia:

my first concern of identifying

lslamophobia

criticisms,

to establish

I feel it is necessary

A Challenge for Us All." 4.

and
a

10

working definition of the term. By using an agreed-upon
my argument, I can avoid the subjectivity
After reviewing many definitions
organizations

and institutions,

accurate and all-encompassing
Islam and Muslims perpetuated
negative and derogatory

definition

as the basis of

that could make differentiating

for Islamophobia

provided

I feel that the Runnymede
explanation:

by various

Report offers the most

"dread, hatred, and hostility

towards

by a series of closed views that imply and attribute

stereotypes

and beliefs to Muslims."

and appreciate this definition, it is imperative

to consider

To fully understand

what is meant by "closed

views." To this end, examine the following table, which is taken directly
Runnymede Report. The table first lists the eight characteristics
Islam and then contrasts

difficult.

from the

of closed views of

them with open views.

Distinctions

Closed views of Islam

Open views of Islam

1. Monolithic /
diverse

Islam seen as a single
monolithic bloc, static and
unresponsive to new realities.

Islam seen as diverse and
progressive, with internal
differences, debates and
development.

2. Separate /
interacting

Islam seen as separate and
other - (a) not having any aims
or values in common with
other cultures (b) not affected
by them (c) not influencing
them.

Islam seen as interdependent
with other faiths and cultures
- (a) having certain shared
values and aims (b) affected
by them (c) enriching them.

3. Inferior /
different

Islam seen as inferior to the
West - barbaric, irrational,
primitive, sexist.

Islam seen as distinctively
different, but not deficient,
and as equally worthy of
respect.

4. Enemy /
partner

Islam seen as violent,
aggressive, threatening,
supportive of terrorism,
engaged in 'a clash of
civilizations.'

Islam seen as an actual or
potential partner in joint
cooperative enterprises
and in
the solution of shared
problems.

11

Islam seen as a political
ideology, used for political or
military advantage.

Islam seen as a genuine
religious faith, practiced
sincerely by its adherents.

6. Criticism of
West rej ected /
considered

Criticisms made by Islam of
'the West' rejected out of hand

Criticisms of 'the West' and
other cultures are considered
and debated.

7. Discrimination
defended /
criticized

Hostility towards Islam used
to justify discriminatory
practices towards Muslims
and exclusion of Muslims from
mainstream society.

Debates and disagreements
with Islam do not diminish
efforts to combat
discrimination
and exclusion.

Anti-Muslim hostility accepted
as natural and 'normal.'

Critical views of Islam are
themselves subjected to
critique, lest they be
inaccurate and unfair.

5. Manipulative
sincere

/

8. Islamophobia
seen as natural /
problematic

Though she does not explicitly reference
Doving, a senior researcher
Religious Minorities,

at the Norwegian

offers another

Specifically, Doving contends
Semitic rhetoric
rhetoric

this argument,

of both of the aforementioned

characteristics

of Islamophobic/anti-Semitic

Runnymede

Report's

characteristics.

written

the anti-

Islamophobic

she lists ten distinct claims that

types of rhetoric.

The ten

rhetoric that she lists can be

of "closed views." In fact, some are very similar to the

treat as criteria for Islamophobia,
overall argument,

between

lead to Nazi Germany and the modern

are indicative

examples

these "closed views."

that there are striking resemblances

that eventually

further

Report, Cora Alexa

Center for Studies of Holocaust and

way of understanding

in the West. In constructing

considered

the Runnymede

Doving's ten claims, which I will hereafter
are listed below along with a brief synopsis

as it would be articulated

by an lslamophobe.

of the

12

1. The Takeover - Muslims will successfully attempt to overrun
terms of population

by means of high birthrates

the West in

and "international

networks

which work underground."13

2. Institutions at Risk - Muslims pose a legitimate threat to the institutions
uphold the West's modern democracy.
"secularization,

that

Specifically, Muslims aim to subvert

freedom of the individual,

and gender equality

within the

family."14

3. The Naive Left - Liberals are too quick to propose integration
They do not recognize the threat of Islam and therefore

and acceptance.

cannot

adequately

protect the West.

4. Hate Commanded by God - Islam is an authoritarian
that promotes

exclusiveness

to distinguish

between

and injustice.

and political

Furthermore,

Muslims are unable

their religion and the secular world.

S. The Sexualized Man - Muslim men are overly masculine,
"sexuality that goes unchecked.

and have an uncontrolled

which gives rise to a

illS

6. Treatment of Women and Children - Whereas

barbaric stipulations

ideology

Muslim men dominate

society

sexuality, Muslim women are forced to adhere

and suffer human rights violations.

passive figures who are indoctrinated

Muslim children

with these oppressive

to
are

ideas.

13Doving, Cora Alexa. "Anti-Semitism and Islamophobia: A Comparison of Imposed
Group Identities." Tidsskrift for Islamforskninq (Forum for Islamforskning).
2010.
Web. 1 March 2012. <http://www.islamforskning.dk/Tidsskrift_2_2010/antisemitism_and_islamophobia.pdf>
14Doving. 63.
15Doving. 67.

13
7.

Using History - The modern
be linked to (and understood

8. Lack of Will to Integrate
For a number
cultures),

of reasons

oppressive

nature of Islam and its adherents

can

in the context of) the history of certain regions.

- Muslims cannot be considered
(including

unwillingness

they cannot fully integrate

into Western

loyal to the state.

to marry into other
society.

More importantly,

Muslims want to keep it this way.
9. Absence of Humanism
recognizable

sense of rationality,

Furthermore,
10. Something

- Muslims lack a true sense of morality, any
and the ability to control their impulses.

they fail to contribute

any cultural achievements.

Must Be Done - The West must take action against this threat so as

to regain control.

Passing legislation,

religious profiling, and restricting

rights are all viable options.
Considered
eighteen

different

together,

Report and Doving's work constitute

criteria for understanding

find these numerical

and identifying

lists to be very conducive

the value in quantifying
arguably

the Runnymede

the process any further.

make the project more objective,
of these criteria

Islamophobia.

to proper identification,

I feel that would be senseless

number

The primary

reason for this is that these criteria feed off one another

in some respects.

rhetoric

to be extremely

meet the established
rhetoric

as the threshold

Furthermore,

I fail to see

In other words, while it could

an arbitrary

together

While I

for Islamophobic

it is certainly possible

to establish
rhetoric.

and even bleed

for a piece of

"closed" in just a few ways, but yet not in enough ways to

threshold.

that were narrowly

Conversely,

there could also be examples

"closed" in a great number

of

of ways, and therefore

14
lslamophobic

by the standards

set forth in the "formula."

lead me to return to my previously
subjectivity in an undertaking
Consequently,
method:

These potential

conclusion that one cannot completely

escape

such as this.

for the purpose of this thesis, I set forth the following

I will analyze the rhetoric of politicians, religious

known figures so as to determine

both the number

satisfied and the significance of that satisfaction.

leaders,

of the above criteria
As more criteria

As has been demonstrated,

that are

are satisfied

samples of the rhetoric

necessary context, I will list the criteria that I found to be satisfied
Immediately following will be an explanation

of how the rhetoric

As a way of avoiding unnecessary

repetition,

to a

Islamophobic.

though, there simply cannot be an expressly

formula. After first providing representative

research

and other well-

significant extent, it is more likely that the rhetoric will be considered

few of those criteria.

problems

written

and any

in a table.
satisfies

a select

I do not find it

necessary to explain how each criterion is satisfied.
As a final note, I feel it is necessary
set of rhetoric is Islamophobic

to state that my conclusion

is not necessarily

By this, I mean that just because someone

that is Islamophobic.

rhetoric

is an Islamophobe.

listed in this thesis only made one comment
One might dismiss this as an anomaly

individuals merely made an uninformed
unnecessary

of the rhetor's

uses Islamophobic

always indicate that the person him/herself
political candidates

indicative

to conclude whether

not draw this type of conclusion.

remark.

the individual

that a piece or
character.

does not

For example,

some

or released

one ad

and conclude

that these

It seems both unproductive
person is an Islamophobe.

and
so I will

15
VII. Political Campaigns
One location where Islamophobia
campaigns.

seems to manifest itselfis

This was certainly true during the 2010 midterm

In the following pages, I provide evidence of Islamophobic
eight different
Governor.

One might argue that this happened

rhetoric

sentiment

recognized
to

of the American people, using
campaign strategy.

In fact,

that many other factors were at play in these

The other seven candidates

policies or had a damning

to

listed here was elected, and by very slim margins at

that. Of course, one has to recognize

Consequently,

being utilized by

because these candidates

does not appear to be a successful

only one of the eight candidates

elections.

rhetoric

in America.

against Islam in America and attempted

on it. Despite the anti-Muslim

Islamophobic

elections

men and women who ran for offices ranging from Congressperson

the growing fear of and prejudice
capitalize

political

personal

might have had unfavorable

history brought

one cannot be absolutely

economic

to the public light.

certain about the effects of such rhetoric

on

a political campaign .

. A. Marvin Scott
Dr. Marvin Scott, a Republican

Christian who unsuccessfully

the Indiana House of Representatives,

certainly

his effort to defeat Muslim incumbent

Andre Carson.

his "14 Principles
threat

employed

Islamophobic

for

tactics in

In fact, Scott dedicated

for America," the core tenets of his platform,

of Islam. Within this principle,

campaigned

one of

to the supposed

which is titled "Fight Muslim Extremism

&
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Protect Freedom of Religion," Scott details why he understands

Islam to pose a

threat as well as what his plan is to deal with this threat.
Islam advocates
We are threatened

the eventual elimination
by past and current

name of Islam. We are threatened
Muslim law to be honored

of all Christians

deadly acts committed

replace

forced to be, based on their acts and statements,

at war with radical

I will not be intimidated

fooled. I will stand against the immediate

or

our law ... We are

Islam and we could lose if we do not fully understand

Islam to all Americans

in the

by those who want Shariah

and to eventually

confront the Muslim menace.

and Jews.

and fully
and I will not be

and real threat

of radical

and to our country.>

On this same page, Scott goes on to list what appear to be ten reasons
his constituents

why

should fear the religion of Islam and its adherents.

1. Islam commands

offensive and aggressive

2. Islam orders apostates

and unjust jihad.

to be killed.

3. Islam orders death for Muslim and possible

death for non-Muslim

critics of

Muhammad and the Quran and even shari a itself.
4. Islam orders unmarried

fornicators

to be whipped

and adulterers

to be

stoned to death.
5. Islam commands that homosexuals
6. Islam commands

must be executed.

that highway robbers

should be crucified

or mutilated.

7. Islam commands that a male and female thief must have a hand cut off.
"Dr. Marvin Scott's 14 Principles for America." n.d. Web. 8 January
<http://www.drmarvinscottforcongress.com/principles.php>
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2011.
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B. Islam allows an injured plaintiff to exact legal revenge-physical

eye for

physical eye.
9.

Islam allows husbands
highhandedness

ten reasons

indicates

provides

that these precepts

originate

to his website,

Islamophobic

at Trinity College and Theological

arguments.l?

the ten arguments.

Arlandson

rhetoric.

Scott reportedly
He first asserts

"Ground Zero Mosque" and Muslim extremism
with historical

bold monument

The piece, which is written

"Top

by Dr.

Seminary,
It is worth
thorough

has not responded

to any

to date.

In addition

consistent

from a 2005 article entitled

actually took the initiative to write an extremely

to all ten of Arlandsori's

of these critiques

should be whipped.!?

articles and examples to support

noting that one reader

additional

and gamblers

an adjunct professor

numerous

response

that drinkers

why sharia is bad for all societies."lS

James Arlandson,

merely fear

in their wives.

10. Islam commands
The website

to hit their wives even if the husbands

financial assistance

celebrating
to discredit

mailers that contained

a connection

between

the

when he writes, "But we know that,

Muslim practice, the Ground-Zero

to conquest,

on 9 111." He then attempts

distributed

mosque represents

a

radical Islam's violent victory over America
his opponent

from Islamic terror groups:

by alleging that he receives

"Unlike my opponent,

I don't have

"Dr. Marvin Scott's 14 Principles for America."
18 Arlandson,
James. "Top ten reasons why sharia is bad for all societies." American
Thinker. 13 August 2005. Web. B January 2011.
<http://www.americanthinker.com/200
5 lOB Itop_ten_reasons_ why _sharia_is.html>
19 Zawadi, Bassam.
"Rebuttal to James Arlandson's 'Top ten reasons why sharia is
bad for all societies."
n.d. Web. 8 January 2011. <http.y /www.answertngchristianity.com/bassam_zawadi/top_ten_sharia_rebuttal.htm>
17
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the help of radical sinister benefactors or special-interest groups to fund my
campaign."20 Whereas it was not possible to gain access to the mailer.jt is unclear if
Scott makes an attempt to legitimate these claims.
As another example, consider that in July 2010 Scott set up a news
conference outside of an Indianapolis synagogue as a part of his campaign. The
purpose of the event seems to have been enhancing the importance and visibility of
religion in the campaign. In other words, Scott aimed to clearly distinguish himself
from his Muslim opponent. In doing this, though, Scott blurred the line between
Muslimsand Muslim extremists, going so far as to compare Muslims with Japanese
kamikazes: "The question becomes when are young people indoctrinated

into the

Muslim ideal and how much are they willing to carry out? I mean, it's no different
than the Japanese kamikazes." 21 The phrase "Muslim ideal" implies that extremism
(read: terrorism) is encouraged and even expected by Islam. He goes to make a
concerted attempt to draw connections between Carson and Muslim leader Louis
Farrakhan by noting that Farrakhan spoke at Carson's grandmother's

funeral.

In order to determine whether this rhetoric is Islamophobic, one must return
to the criteria provided by the Runnymede Report and Doving. The table below
illustrates which of those criteria are satisfied.

McElmurry, Tara. "Alum poses questions about 'The Butler Way.'" The Butler
Collegian. 3 November 2010. Web. 20 December 2011.
<http://thebutlercollegian.com/20
10/11/ alum-poses-questions-butler
/>
21 "Marvin Scott compares Muslims to Kamikazes." WishTV. 30 July 2010. Web. 1
March 2012. <http://www.wishtv.com/dpp/news/politics/marvin-scottcompares-muslims-to-kamikazes>
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Satisfaction of Criteria for Islamophobia:
Dr. Marvin Scott's 2010 Congressional.Campaign
The Runnymede

Report's

Eight Closed Views of Islam - 1, 2, 3,4, 6

Doving's Ten Claims of Islamophobic

I maintain

that Scott's rhetoric

One of the strongest
of the Runnymede

indications
Report's

Rhetoric - I, 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10

meets nearly all of the Islamophobic

that this rhetoric

fourth characteristic

is Islamophobic

of all Christians

religion poses a "threat."
Japanese

kamikaze

Another

This is further evidenced

by his comparison

criterion

that Scott satisfies very significantly

website

begins with "Islam commands/orders/allows

as "a single monolithic

is the Runnymede
on his campaign

bloc." An "open view" might be articulated

certain scriptures

all of Islam

as "Some Muslims

in the Qur'an to mean ...." This type of language suggests

this view with Scott in an interview,

that I had simply misunderstood.

seemed

of Muslims to

...," Scott portrays

that Islam is diverse and that not all Muslims maintain

targeting

that the

pilots.

very first. Given that every item of the list featured

shared

the eventual

and Jews." He goes on to warn his constituents

Report's

interpret

is its satisfaction

of a "closed view." Scott explicitly

states that Islam is violent when he writes, "Islam advocates
elimination

criteria.

the same beliefs. When I

Scott became defensive

He was adamant

all of Islam. While he did acknowledge

and retorted

that the language was not
that Islamophobia

exists, he

to suggest that he did not exemplify it because he has Muslim family

20
members and maintains cordial relationships

with Muslims.

According

to Scott, his

words were "perverted" by white racists and the liberal media.s-

B. Carl Paladino
Islamophobia was less prevalent, though still noticeable,
campaign. Paladino, a Tea Party Christian, unsuccessfully

in Carl Paladino's

campaigned

for the office

of Governor of New York. Much of his platform focused on the "Ground
Mosque." A prime example of this is his August 2010 campaign
YouTube. In the video, Paladino tried to attack his opponent,

ad found on
Andrew

alleging the latter's support of a "$100 million Islamic mosque."
ad by stating, "As governor, I will use the power of eminent

Cuomo, by

He concluded

domain

mosque and use the site as a war memorial instead of a monument
attacked our country."23 Paladino made further comments

Zero

the

to stop the
to those who

about this structure

in a

MSNBCbroadcast with Chris Jansing. He argued, "This is not a complicated

matter.

This is very simple. lslamists are purposely

where

citing this mosque

in a position

they can claim triumph ... What [Imam Feisal Abdul Rauf] is trying to do is build
something to the warring culture of the lslamist movement."24
Paladino continued

this effort by devoting a page on his campaign

the "Ground Zero Mosque." The page reads, "[Paladino]
- an ideology of hate bent on the destruction

of America.

website

to

sees it as all about ideology
The developers

of the

22Scott, Marvin. Personal interview. 22 March 2012.
23"Paladino TV: I'll Stop the Mosque." YouTube. 5 August 2010. Web. 30
December 2010. <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zLLrd79aOql>
2'1 "MSNBC: Cenk Debates Mosque Near Ground Zero." YouTube.
3 August 2010.
Web. 1 January 2011. <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=89sodnhctSk>
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Ground Zero Mosque are not moderate

Muslims-they

United States for 9-11."25 The would-be
he directly sent an e-mail discussing
letter, Paladino

governor

when he asked, "Have we lost our minds?"
this structure

invoking the classic Islamophobic
"Those who proposed
don't subscribe

Hamas and blame the

took this one step further when

his platform to New York residents.

seemed to be directly addressing

Muslims supporting

support

In the

those who support this project

He then attempted

to connect the

to sects of violent, radical Islam once again. After
mantra

("This isn't about religion!"), he wrote,

this Mosque belong to a sect of Islam which requires

all who

to this religion to be killed."26

Satisfaction of Criteria for Islamophobia:
Carl Paladino':s 2010 Gubernatorial Campaign
The Runnymede

Report's

Eight Closed Views of Islam _ 2, 3, 4, 5

Doving's Ten Claims of Islamophobic

Considering
not surprising
important
language

that this candidate

that his rhetoric

to recognize

Rhetoric _ 3, 4, 7, 8, 10

only spoke out on one particular

only satisfies a small number

this rhetoric

as Islamophobic

is. It is quite evident that Paladino's

of criteria.

issue, it is
Still, it is

because of how strong this

words exemplify the Runnymede

"Carlon the Ground Zero Mosque." Paladino for the People. n.d. Web. 8 January
2011. <http://www.paladinoforthepeople.com/issuedetail.php?id=14>
26 Katz, Celest. "Mixed Mosque Reactions: George Pataki, Rick Lazio, AI D'Amato And
Carl Paladino." 4 August 2010. Web. 8 January 2011.
<http://www.nydailynews.com/blogs/dailypolitics/2010/0B/mixed-mosquereactionsgeorge.html?utm_sollrce=feedburner&amp;utm_medium=feed&amp;lItm_campaign
=Feed%3A+nydnrss%2Fblogs%2Fdailypolitics+%2BBlogs%2FThe+Daily+Politics%
29>
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Report's fourth criterion entitled "Enemy/partner."

In no uncertain

contended that Islam is a violent religion that supports
did concede that there are moderate

terrorism.

Muslims, demonstrating

Islam. However, I would argue that Paladino's

terms,

Paladino

Admittedly,

he

an "open view" of

choice to make the proposed

Islamic

center such a significant issue in his campaign as well the way in which he framed
this as a looming threat was an attempt

to convince constituents

that moderate

Muslims are a minority in the faith. In other words, while moderate
exist, Islam as a whole must be recognized

as dangerous

because

Muslims may

of the threat

posed

by the extremists.
Doving would undoubtedly

recognize

the way in which Paladino

her eighth criterion, which is entitled "Lack of Will to Integrate."

epitomizes

Rather than even

consider the possibility that American Muslims are loyal to the United States and
merely want to exercise their freedom of religion, Paladino assumes
more insidious purpose.

In other words, something

that they have a

about their religion

prevents

adherents of Islam from being fully loyal U.S. citizens.

C. Rick Barber
Rick Barber, a member of the Tea Party who unsuccessfully
Alabama's seats in the U.S. House of Representatives,
surrounding

particular

used the controversy

the "Ground Zero Mosque" to make bold allegations

of Islam. It is interesting

that he appealed

1,000 miles. Nevertheless,

about the religion

to the citizens of Alabama

issue because the state and the "Ground Zero mosque"

approximately

ran for one of

in a campaign

on this

are separated

ad that he uploaded

by
to

23
YouTube, he proclaims,

"Jihad threatens

our families, our freedom, and our way of

life. Under the name of Islam, American soldiers and civilians have been tortured
and murdered.
freedom."

poses [sic] a clear and present

Islamic jihadists

danger to American

He then notes that "Muslims want to build a mosque just two blocks from

where the World Trade Center once stood," ultimately
"unacceptable"

and "a sign of surrender

action by telling constituents

deeming the project

to the enemy."

He concludes with a call to

to "send him to Congress" because he "won't mince

words when it comes to our national

defense."27

Satisfaction of Criteria for Islamophobia:
Rick Barber's 2010 Congressional Campaign
The Runnymede

Report's

Eight Closed Views of Islam - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7

Doving's Ten Claims of Islamophobic

It is important

to recognize

that Barber transitions

entire religion of Islam to Islamic jihadists
chanceb in language
b

is siznificant
b

In other words, an uninformed
Muslims are Islamic jihadists.
different

Report's

from speaking about the

to just Muslims in general.

This rapid

because it suggests
that the terms are synonymous.
b
viewer might watch this ad and believe that all
Barber certainly

beliefs within the faith. Whereas

Runnymede

Rhetoric - 3, 4, 8, 9, 10

first criterion

Islam is treated

is satisfied.

Islam poses a serious threat to America.

does not try to differentiate

between

as a single monolith,

Additionally,

Barber alleges that

As he states, Americans

27 "Ground Zero Mosque - Rick Barber AL02 U.S. Congressional
YouTube. 23 May 2010. Web. 3 February 2011.
<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GwCa-1MQ9V4>

the

have died because

Candidate."

24

of Islamic teachings.

His reference to national security in the conclusion

of his ad

further suggests that Islam is a violent religion.

D. Sharron Angle
Sharron Angle, a Tea Party Christian who unsuccessfully
Nevada seat in the U.S. Senate, caused a bit of controversy
Shariah law. Specifically, she made an unsubstantiated

campaigned

for a

with her comments

about

claim about the Muslim

community in two U.S. cities. Reportedly, Angle was at a Tea Party convention
Nevada when a male constituent

asked a pointed question

to take over the United States." Angle responded,
terrorist

about "Muslims wanting

"We're talking about a militant

situation, which I believe it isn't a widespread

we need to address."

thing, but it is enough

She went on to say, "First of all, Dearborn,

Frankford, Texas are on American soil, and under constitutional
law. And I don't know how that happened

the would-be Congresswoman

law. Not Sharia
In other words,

TX, though technically

because they are in a "militant terrorist

that

Michigan, and

in the United States.//2B

Angle is asserting that Dearborn, MI and Frankford,
U.S. law, merit attention

in

situation."

is invoking the language of fear by implying

under
Clearly,
that

Muslims pose an imminent threat to American sovereignty.

Silva, Cristina. "Sharron Angle: Muslim Law Taking Hold In Parts Of U.S.// The
Huffington Post. 7 October 2010. Web. 30 December 2010.
<http://www.huffingtonpost.com/201
0110 108 Isharron-angle-muslim-law_n_755346.html>
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Satisfaction of Criteria for Islamophobia:
Sharron Angle's 2010 Congressional Campaign
The Runnymede

Report's

Eight Closed Views of Islam - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8

Doving's Ten Claims of Islamophobic

Rhetoric - 1, 2, 8, 10

Despite the fact that there is but one example of Angle's Islamophobia,
rhetoric

provided

is significant

and very suggestive.

In fact, I argue that her

language

satisfies,

at least to some extent, nine of the eighteen criteria.

certainly

satisfies

Doving's tenth criterion

literally says that the Islamic presence
address."
threat"

This is important
to be substantial.

I feel it is important
the constituent.
question

because

Whereas

by the constituent)

further

to differentiate
exemplifies

accepted

the constituent's

her rhetoric

remarks

that she can just dismiss. Additionally,
in the context of the question asked by

to militant terrorists

from just Muslims (in the
(in the response

by Angle), it is

all of Islam to be a monolith because she does not

between

average Muslims and extremists.

and 'normal."

Report's

eighth criterion:

This transition

"Anti-Muslim hostility

An "open view" from Angle would have critiqued

question.

I feel that it is also important
whatsoever

"we need to

it shows that Angle considers this "Muslim

the Runnymede

as natural

Angle

Must Be Done). Angle

in America is something

the language transitions

clear that Angle understands
attempt

(Something

It is not something

to consider

the

to legitimate

considering

her claims.

that Frankford,

to consider

that Angle provides no reasoning

One might question

the accuracy of her

TX, as Silva explains, was annexed into Dallas,

26
TX around 1975. In her interview
her remarks but simultaneously

on "The Lars Larson Show," Angle apologized

for

justified them with "That's what I had read."29

E. Renee Ellmers
Another candidate who utilized Islamophobic
Congresswoman

Renee Elimers (R-NC), who narrowly

House of Representatives

rhetoric

in her campaign

is

won her seat in the U.S.

by a mere 1%. Despite the fact that her congressional

district is located at least 500 miles away from the city of New York, Ellmers, a Tea
Party Christian, made the "Ground Zero Mosque" a centerpiece
Consider the transcription
Narrator:

of her campaign.

of one of her campaign ads below.
"After the Muslims conquered

Constantinople,

Jerusalem,

they built victory mosques.

and Cordoba,

and

And, now, they want to

build a mosque by Ground Zero. Where does Bob Etheridge

stand?

He

won't say, won't speak out, won't take a stand."
Elimers:

"The terrorists

haven't won. And we should tell them in

plain English: No, there will never be a mosque at Ground Zero."30

Sargent, Greg. "Sharron Angle on Sharia law in America: 'That's what I had r-ead."
The Washington Post. 13 October 2011. Web. 1 February 2011.
<http://voices.washingtonpost.com/plumline/2 0 10/1 0/sharron_angle_on_sharia_law
jn.html>
30 "2010 Renee Ellmers Campaign Ad - No Mosque At Ground Zero." YouTube.
15
November 2010. Web. 30 December 2010.
<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dc_xu7xoT6c>

29

27

Satisfaction of Criteria for Islamophobia:
Renee Ellmers' 2010 Congressional Campaign
The Runnymede

Report's

Eight Closed Views of Islam -1, 2, 3,4,5,7

Doving's Ten Claims of Islamophobic

This ad is particularly
The seamless

transition

actually referring
"terrorists"
terrorists,

to the same entity.

such a connection

claim that is not supported

is representative

Islam being conceived

words were strategically

of the Runnymede
as a monolith.

as a mere accidental

chosen.

The congresswoman

by evidence.

Report's first

One should not be

use language because these
even admits in an interview

Cooper that the language was "carefully selected."31

Another
discusses

In other words, the ad treats "Muslims" and

incendiary

inclined to dismiss these concerns

with Anderson

to Ellmers suggests that both parties are

This conveys to the viewer that all Muslims are

which is an extremely

that describes

because of the language that Ellmers uses.

from the narrator

as synonymous.

Furthermore,
criterion

problematic

Rhetoric - 4, 7,8, 9

criterion

discriminatory

Ellmers indicates

that is satisfied is the Runnymede
practices

towards

that this structure

stance must be recognized

Muslims being justified.

should not be permitted

as discriminatory

has ruled that these construction

Report's seventh, which

considering

In the ad,

to be built. Such a

that the local government

plans are merely an expression

of the freedom

of

religion.

31 "AC360 - (R) Renee Ellmers & Her Mosque Madness!'!" YouTube.
2010. Web. 30 December 2010.
<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SfAqarG8l6w&feature=related>
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F. Ilario Pantano
Iiario Pantano, another Republican

Christian who campaigned

North Carolina's seats in the U.S. House of Representatives,

for one of

chose to take a page of

out of Renee Elmer's playbook by focusing on the "Ground Zero Mosque."

Pantano

felt so strongly about the issue that he wrote a lengthy piece on the matter,
published on his campaign website as well as two other venues.
Congressman

begins his argument

historical remark that mosques
Muslim domination.

The would-be

against the New York project by making a

have been symbolic structures

He then writes the most inflammatory

This Cordoba Mosque is not benign.
understanding.

which he

that represent

portion

of the piece:

It is not about reconciliation

It is about marking religious, ideological

territorial

conquest.

This mosque is a martyr-marker

terrorists

who less than a decade ago killed thousands

or

and

honoring

the

of us just two

blocks away, and it must be stopped.V
Pantano is somewhat

unique in that he is very explicit in his language.

subtly imply that it might be dangerous

to let this structure

be built.

He does not
Instead,

he has

no qualms directly arguing that that this mosque (and all of Islam, by extension)
represents

a very serious threat that will result in the death of Americans.

that threat, Pantano writes, constitutes

a "dereliction

of duty." He further

Americans have already paid the price of ignoring this threat:
about the Islamo-facist

Ignoring
notes that

"Failing to be honest

threats we face and who is behind them caused

12 people to

Pantano, Ilario. "A Mosque At Ground Zero? Forsaking Israel? What's Next...A
Nuclear Iran?" Pantano for U.S. Congress. 18 June 2010. Web. 8 January 2011.
<http://www.pantanoforcongress.com/posts/a-mosque-at-ground-zero-forsakingisraeI-what-s-nexta-nuclear-iran>
32
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die and 30 more to be wounded
tactic was not as successful

at Fort Hood late last year." Oddly though, this

for Pantano, as he lost the election by a full 16,000

votes.P
One also finds Islamophobic
"Preserve

Conservative

Pantano

nestled within Pantano's

Values," one of the core tenets of his campaign.

these values is "Preserve
rights."

rhetoric

explains

and promote

promise to
The first of

our God-given liberties and constitutional

that America was rooted in [udeo-Christian

values so

those values need to be taught to children in school. Though he does not elaborate
on the statement,
Presumably,

he also notes that "our military must teach the Constitution."

Pantano

feels that American

Muslims in the Middle East because
taught the tenets

soldiers should teach democratic

values to

he later writes, "When [American] soldiers ... are

of the Quran, they do not appreciate

their own liberty and why it is

worth fighting for and dying for."

Satisfaction of Criteria for Islamophobia:
Ilarlo Pantano's 2010 Congressional 'Campaign
The Runnymede

Report's

Eight Closed Views of Islam - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7

Doving's Ten Claims of Islamophobic

Pantano's
exemplifies

rhetoric

must be considered

Rhetoric - 1. 2, 3,4,7,

IsIamophobic

10

because it absolutely

"closed views of Islam." When he argues that American soldiers must

not learn about the teachings

of the Qur'an, he epitomizes

the Runnymede

Report's

"Official Results." North Carolina State Board of Elections. 20 December 20120.
Web. 8 January 2011.
<http://results.enr.clarityelections.com/NC/22580
/ 41687 / en/vts.html?cid=20070
33

00>
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second criterion, which notes, "Islam seen as separate

and other - (a) not having any

aims or values in common with other cultures ..." Pantano

implies that the Qur'an is

filled with teachings and values that are antithetical

to American

characterizing

He does not seem to believe that

the religion as "separate

Muslims can appreciate
characterizes
supportive

liberty.

and other."

One must also recognize

Islam and Muslims as "violent, aggressive,
of terrorism,"

which denotes

the Runnymede

As has been shown, Pantano argues in no uncertain
mosque" threatens

principles,

that Pantano's
threatening,
Report's

thereby

rhetoric

[and]
fourth

criterion.

terms that the "Ground

Zero

the safety of Americans.

In February 2012, Pantano made it official that he will campaign

for Congress

once again in the 2012 general election.v'

G. Lou Ann Zelenik
Another congressional
LOll

candidate

Ann Zelenik. Zelenik, a Republican

Representatives,

narrowly

law in Tennessee

was prompted

who made comments
who campaigned

lost in the primary

In a public statement

election.

by a Murfreesboro,

about Shariah

for the Tennessee
Her discussion

TN mosque

to the press, the Zelenik campaign

law is
House of

of Shariah

project.
took a very firm

position against the mosque.
Let there be no mistake, Lou Ann stands with everyone
to the idea of an Islamic training

who is opposed

center being built in our community.

Gannon, Pat. "Ilario Pantano makes his candidacy official in 7th Congressional
District." Star News Online. 16 February 2012. Web. 3 March 2012.
<http://watchdogs.blogs.starnewsonline.com/19568/ilario-pantano-makes-hiscandidacy-official-in-7th-congressional-district/>
34
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This 'Islamic Center' is not part of a religious movement; it is a political
movement designed to fracture the moral and political foundation of
Middle Tennessee .... Until the American Muslim community find it in
their hearts to separate themselves from their evil, radical
counterparts,

to condemn those who want to destroy our civilization

and will fight against them, we are not obligated to open our society to
any of them.
Her campaign manager, Jay Heine, took this rhetoric one step farther by stating,
"This [proposed Murfreesboro, TN Islamic center] isn't a mosque. They're building
an Islamic center to teach Shari a law."35 Zelenik is also seen in the 2011 CNN
documentary
understand

Unwelcome:

Muslims Next Door

professing to constituents, "I do not

why you all are not outraged with the rights of children and females

under Shariah law. It is time to step Up!"36 Her campaign also created the flyer
below that was featured on her website.

35Kleefeld, Eric. "Tennessee GOPer Zelenik Slams Opponents For Not Stopping
Muslim Center, Campaign Warns Of Sharia Law." Talking Points Memo Media. 19
July 2010. Web. 2 February 2011.
<http://tpmdc.talkingpointsmemo.com/2010/07
/tennessee-goper-zelenik-slamsopponents-for-not-stopping-muslim-center-campaign-warns-of-sharia-Iaw.php>
36"CNN Unwelcome: Muslims Next Door Soledad O'Brien." YouTube. 28 March
2011. Web. 1 April 2011. <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRlqz3e90rA>
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Satisfaction of Criteria for Islamophobia:
Lou Ann Zelenik's 2010 Congressional Campaign
The Runnymede Report's Eight Closed Views of Islam - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7
Doving's Ten Claims of Islamophobic Rhetoric - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10

Doving would certainly find Zelenik's rhetoric to be Islamophobic
considering that it satisfies every single criterion save the seventh, which concerns
using historical arguments. When Zelenik concluded that the Murfreesboro

Islamic

center represents a "political movement," she typified Doving's fourth criterion,
which deems Islam to be a political ideology that promotes injustice. Heine's
comments about the furthering of Shariah law via this structure also speaks to this
criterion. The statement that it that would "fracture the moral foundation of Middle

..
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Tennessee"

is an excellent

institutions

that uphold America's

second criterion

for Islamophobic

Additionally,

outrage/fear

modern

democracy."

without

This, of course, is Doving's

that Zelenik essentially

supplying

Such strong, inflammatory
among uninformed

threat to the

rhetoric.

it is critical to recognize

Muslims of Murfreesboro
her arguments.

example of how "Muslims pose a legitimate

vilifies the

any evidence whatsoever

to support

language is merely meant to incite

citizens and is thereby absolutely

indicative of

Islamophobia.

H. Ron Ramsey
After Phil Bredesen
Tennessee,

then (and current)

for the gubernatorial
nomination,

served out the full eight-year

election.

Lt. Governor

Ron Ramsey officially filed his candidacy

Out of five Republican

Ramsey took third place in the primary

might have been caused by some of the inflammatory
Muslims and Islam while on the campaign
While meeting
was asked a question
the Muslims."37

with constituents
that concerned

He responded,

value the First Amendment...

term limit as Governor of

men contending
election.
remarks

for the party

His poor performance
he made about

trail.

in Hamilton County in July 2010, Ramsey
the "threat that's invading our country from

"Now, you know, I'm all about freedom

of religion.

but you cross the line when they try to start bringing

Shariah law here to the state of Tennessee

-

to the United States."

He went on to

37 "Tennessee Lt. Gov: Religious Freedom May Not Count For Muslims (VIDEO)."
Talking Points Memo Media. 26 July 2010. Web. 2 February 2011.
<http://tpmdc.talkingpointsmemo.com/2010/07
/tennessee-lt-gov-religiousfreedom-doesnt-count-if-youre-muslim-video.php>
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speak for a few minutes about the importance
Constitution

of adhering

of the United States before concluding,

to the laws and the

"Now, you could even argue

whether being a Muslim is actually a religion, or is it a nationality,
whatever you want to call it .... this is something
When a representative

way of life, cult,

we are going to have to face."38

of Talking Points Memo Media (TPM) asked Ramsey to

comment on these remarks, he did not show any sign of regret for his language.

In

fact, he defended his statements:
My concern is that far too much of Islam has come to resemble
violent political philosophy

more than peace-loving

religion.

a
It's time

for American Muslims who love this country to publicly renounce
violent jihadism and to drum those who seek to do America harm out
of their faith community.

Satisfaction of Criteria for Islamophobia:
Ron Ramsey's 2010 Gubernatorial Campaign
The Runnymede

Report's Eight Closed Views of Islam - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8

Doving's Ten Claims ofIslamophobic

I feel that Ramsey's rhetoric is so blatantly
anti-Muslim sentiment

Rhetoric - 1, 2, 4, 8, 10

discriminatory

and filled with

that few would deny that it is Islamophobic.

foremost, Ramsey makes a sweeping

generalization

when he suggests

First and
that (almost)

all Muslims pose a threat to the United States, thereby

satisfying

the Runnymede

38"DN! Tennessee GOP Candidate Questions Whether
27 July 2010. Web. 2 February 2011.
<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSwnd6Px_6k>

Islam Is a Religion."

YouTube.
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Report's

first criterion.

He does this by 1) not correcting

explicitly states that Muslims (not extremists)
are trying to institute
constituent's

and 3) using an interesting

choice of words in the e-mail to

Ramsey acts as if the overwhelming

When he calls upon "American

take action, the reader

majority of Muslims are

Muslims who love this country" to

gets a sense that Ramsey is not convinced that such Muslims

actually exist. By making this statement,

he is essentially

asking them to show

and prove their existence.

Ramsey's
criteria

are invading, 2) stating that "they"
referring to the Muslims in the

TPM. In this message,

themselves

who

Shariah in the U.S. (seemingly

question),

violent radicals.

the constituent

reply to the constituent

of the Runnymede

Report.

further

exemplifies the third and fourth

When Ramsey offers that Islam is less of a

religion and more of a cult or "way of life," he is conveying that Islam is "other" and
inferior to the religions

in the West. In fact, Islam is such an inferior religion that it

might not even be a religion at all. It is interesting
could make the argument
offer any evidence

to note that Ramsey says one

that Islam is not a religion, but he does not attempt

to

for the claim.

VIII. "International Burn a Qur'an Day"
While one might contest many of the examples
few would argue that Pastor Terry Jones's infamous
but Islamophobic.
caught national
now infamous

of Islamophobia

in this thesis,

"Burn a Qur'an Day" is anything

Pastor Jones and his Dove World Outreach Center actually first
attention

a few years prior to this event when he proudly posted the

sign on the church grounds.

The sign, which read "Islam is of the

36

Devil" in bold, red letters, was posted in in July 2009 so as to "expose Islam for what
it is ... a violent and oppressive

[sic] itself as a

religion that is trying to mascaraed

religion of peace, seeking to deceive our society."39 It comes as no surprise
sign had inspired approximately

that the

100 phone calls in the 24 hours following its

posting. Jones, who feels that the sign is a "great act oflove," reveals that the sign
had been vandalized twice at the time of writing.t?
Despite the strong backlash in response

to the sign, Pastor Jones decided

take further action in his quest to expose the "true nature"

of Islam. Consequently,

he planned an event known as "Burn a Qur'an Day" for September
Dove World Outreach Center in Gainesville, FL. Essentially,
nation to stand together

in solidarity

to the church

would be igniting copies of the

holy book. Jones reports that he planned to burn approximately
day. In an interview with Chris Matthews,

11, 2010 at the

Pastor Jones asked the

against Islam by traveling

grounds where Pastor Jones and his congregation

to

200 Qur'ans

Pastor Jones reveals the purpose

that
of the

event:
We want to remember

those who were murdered

and we also want to send a very clear message

and killed on 9/11,

to radical Islam.

[Muslims] are in America, they are free here to worship

If

but they must

"The Sign." Dove World Outreach Center. n.d. Web. 2 March 2011.
<http://www.doveworld.org/the-sign>
40 Fisher, Lise and Karen Voyles. "Anti-Islam
church sign stirs up community
outrage The Dove World Outreach Center in northwest Gainesville posted a sign
that says 'Islam is of the devil.'" The Gainesville Sun. 8 July 2009. Web. 3 March
2011. <http://www.gainesville.com/article/20090708/
ARTICLES/907081008>
39
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honor and respect

our Constitution

... We do not want Shariah law and

Shariah courts."
When asked by Chris Matthews
event, Jones answered,
would "definitely
interview

how he thought people would react to this

In another

"Positively."

open up a dialogue

[between

with CNN, Jones did acknowledge

interview

Jones stated that the event

Christians and Muslims]." In another

that Muslims might be offended.

He

likened how Muslims might feel to how he felt when others burned the American
Flag. However,

he went on to state, "We feel that the message we are trying to send

is much more important

than people being offended.

back off of the truth of the dangers
offended."42

In response
NATO commander
undoubtedly
danger.

of Islam ... just because people are going to be

In an ABC News interview,

himself would approve

Jones even concluded

that Jesus Christ

this action+"

to the pastor's

intentions,

in Afghanistan,

warned

put American

As he declared,

We believe that we cannot

General David Petraeus, the U.S. and
that "Burn a Qur'an Day" would

troops who are serving in the Middle East in very serious

"Their actions will in fact jeopardize

the safety of young

men and women who are servinz b in uniform over here and also undermine
mission

they're

that he received

trying to accomplish."
over 100 death threats,

the very

Despite these words of caution and the fact
Pastor Jones showed no signs of hesitancy.

41 "International
Burn A Quran Day." YouTube. 26 August 2010. Web. 1 March
2011. <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yc1XsOntTAc>
42 "You're Burning
Their Holy Book! How Can Muslims Support You!" Pastor Terry
Jones Interview."
7 September 2010. Web. 1 March 2011.
<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kVHimsSVqZk
>
43 "A Closer Look At Pastor Terry Jones."
YouTube. 8 September 2010. Web. 1
March 2011. <http://www.youtube.com/watch
?v= _7p 7IbhEb4c&feature=related>
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Jones repeatedly

stated that he was "concerned"

and was in prayer about the issue,

but had no plans to stop the event.?"
On Thursday, September

9,2010,

mere days before the event was to take

place, Pastor Jones officially cancelled "Burn a Qur'an Day." In a press conference
that was held on the church grounds, Pastor Jones revealed

that the decision

been very difficult for him. According to Jones, the sole reason for stopping
event was that the Imam associated

had
this

with the "Ground Zero Mosque" had agreed to

move the structure to a different location.

Jones concluded

the event by revealing

that he would be flying to New York on Saturday to meet with the Imam."

Satisfaction of Criteria for Islamophobia:
"International Burn a Qur'an nay"
The Runnymede

Report's Eight Closed Views of Islam - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8

Doving's Ten Claims of Islamophobic

Pastor Jones' rhetoric surrounding
Islamophobic
Runnymede

Rhetoric - 1. 2, 3,4,8,9,

"Burn a Qur'an Day" is unquestionably

in a number of different ways, but it absolutely
Report's fourth criterion

10

satisfies

about Islam constituting

the

a threat

to the

American people. The reader sees this when Jones states, "We believe that we
cannot back off of the truth of the dangers

of Islam." Furthermore,

with Chris Matthews, Jones implies that Muslims are dangerous

in his interview
because

they do not

"I Am Intolerant! Pastor Terry Jones Interview." 7 September 2010. You Tube.
Web. 9 March 2011.
<http://www.youtube.com/watch
?v= MNEo6Cv Nreg&feature=related>
45 "Pastor Terry Jones Will Not Burn Koran." YouTube.
9 September 2011. Web. 3
March 2011. <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Do1AJghk35I&feature=related>
44
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abide by the Constitution.
respect

the document.

statements

This is why the Florida pastor states that they need to
Not only does he feel that Islam is threatening,

but his

suggest that the danger is so significant that holding this event is more

important

than risking the lives of American soldiers.

Furthermore,

Jones undoubtedly

Jones is unique in that regard.

satisfies Doving's tenth criterion, which suggests

that some action must be taken.

This is exactly why Jones felt that it was necessary

to plan the event.

IX. "International Judge the Qur'an Day"
A mere six months
yet another

event so as to help citizens understand

evil Islam supposedly
grounds

after "Burn a Qur'an Day," Pastor Terry Jones organized
how incredibly

dangerous

and

is. The event, which was held on March 20, 2011 on the

of the Dove World Outreach

YouTube video "International

Center in Gainesville, FL, is described

in Jones'

Judge the Qur'an Day": "On that day, the Qur'an will

be put on trial. We are accusing the Qur' an of murder, rape, deception, being
responsible

for terrorist

activities

all around the world."46 Essentially, Pastor Terry

Jones staged a mock trial during which the Qur'an was accused of three crimes
against humanity.
1. The Koran is charged with the training and promoting
around

of terrorist

activities

the world.

46 "International
Judge the Koran Day." YouTube. 1 January 2011. Web. 3 March
2011.
<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oZzYZz4EUyU&feature=player_embedded>
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2. The Koran is charged with the death, rape, and torture

of people worldwide

whose only crime is 'not being of Islamic faith.'
3. The Koran is charged with crimes against women, against minorities,
Christians, and with the promoting

of prejudice

against

and racism against anyone

who is not a Moslem."?
Jones attempted
structure

to make this trial as legitimate

and procedures

a prosecuting

attorney

defense attorney

as possible

by mimicking

the

of an actual U.S. criminal trial. To this end, Jones secured

(Ahmed Abaza, founder of the International

(Sheikh Imam Mohamed El Hassan, President

in Texas), a jury (twelve Christians

- three men, nine women),

Christian

TV), a

of the Islamic Center
and a judge (Jones,

himselfJ. In the YouTube video, Jones reveals that were the Qur'an to be found
guilty, it would face one of four punishments:
facing a firing squad. The punishment

burning,

drowning,

would be determined

shredding,

or

by the public in an

online poll.
Juror JoBeth Gerrard of Marietta, GA writes that, for her, the event was not a
mock trial. According to Gerrard, it was "a sincere attempt
actual Koranic texts and its interpretation,

to ... to examine

the

and to expose ... how Islam, based on the

Qur'an, is being used to inflict bodily harm and death on people whose only crime is
not being a Muslim or not being Muslim enough.r+"

Gerrard

explains that the trial

"International Judge the Koran Day ... and the execution: burn it!" Dove World
Outreach Center. n.d. Web. 3 April 2011.
<http:j jwww.doveworld.orgjblogj2011j03jinternational-judge-the-koran-day%E2%80%A6-and-the-execution-burn-it>
48 "International
Judge the Koran Day ... One Juror's Perspective."
Dove World
Outreach Center. n.d. Web. 3 April 2011.
47
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proceeded

as one might expect.

First, the "attorneys"

followed

by the calling of four witnesses

defense.

The witnesses

Egyptian presidential

gave opening remarks,

for the prosecution

for the prosecution,
guard and a member

and one witness for the

who included a former member of the
of the royal family of Kuwait, were all

Christians.

Two of the four witnesses

experience

to testify about coming to know Jesus Christ and specific reasons for

their conversion.
of violence

The remaining

had converted

two witnesses

from Islam and used this

for the prosecution

primarily spoke

that their loved ones faced at the hands of Muslim extremists.

After approximately
deliberation,
the indictment

Gerrard

Facebook

consent

and

of the jury. Jones reportedly

conducted

his

page, which had 890 "likes" as of the time of writing."?

that "several hundred"

the Qur'an burned,

argumentation,

reveals that the Qur'an was found guilty of all three counts of

by a unanimous

poll via the event's
He explained

five hours of testimony,

were polled and the majority elected to have

should it be found guilty.w

Consequently,

after the verdict had

been read, one copy of the holy book was soaked in kerosene

and ignited before a

crowd of approximately

Jones allowed ample

30 people.

Prior to the punishment,

time for those who might be offended
he also made an attempt

by the act to leave the room. During this time,

to justify the act.

<http://www.doveworld.org/blog/20
11/0 3/international-judge-the-koran-day%E2 %80%A6-one-jurors-perspective>
49 "International
Judge the Koran Day." Facebook. 26 December 2010. Web. 4 April
20 11. <http://www.facebookcom/pages/lnternational-Judge-the-KoranDay/171630126209459>
50 Banks, Adelle M. "Florida pastor oversees
Quran burning." USA Today. 21 March
2011. Web. 3 April 2011. <http://www.usatoday.com/news/religion/2011-03-21quran-burning-fiorida_N.htm#>
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Let me emphasize

again that it is not that we burn the Koran with

some type of vindictive motive.
pleasure, or any pleasure

We do not even burn it with great

at all. We burn it because

obligation to stay with the court system of America.
of America does not allow convicted
punishment

criminals

to go free. The

people were killed in

As Enayat Najafizada and Rod Nordland

three mullahs addressed

worshipers

report,

trouble

began when

at the Blue Mosque in Afghanistan,

state's holiest sites. The mullahs urged those gathered
Qur'an."52 The resulting

The court system

was chosen by the people. 51

As a direct result of this event, many innocent
Afghanistan.

we feel a deep

mass of protesters,

one of the

to "avenge the burning

which was estimated

of a

at 20,000 strong,

carried signs with bold messages

like "Down with America" and "Death to Obarna."

The authors reveal the protesters

could not locate any Americans

their rage so they settled for the next best representation
United Nations compound.

on which to focus

of "Western

intrusion":

a

Twelve people, seven of whom were United Nations

workers, lost their lives during the protest.

Some of them were killed by gunshot

while others were beheaded.
Recall that Jones was warned by Gen. David Petraeus
that his "Burn the Qur'an Day" event would put innocent
world in danger.

Thus, Jones was certainly

and numerous

others

people all throughout

able to foresee the consequences

"Judge the Qur'an Day." Despite this, Jones takes no responsibility

the
of

for the killings.

51 "International
Judge the Koran Day ... and the execution: burn it!"
52 Najafizada, Enayat and Rod Nordland. "Afghans Avenge Florida Koran Burning,
Killing 12." The New York Times. 1 April 2011. Web. 3 April 2011.
<http://www.nytimes.com/2011/04/02/world/asia/02afghanistan.html?_r=l>
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In an interview

with Agence France-Presse,

Jones revealed that he was "devastated"

by the fact that these people lost their lives. However, he explicitly stated, "We don't
feel responsible

for that."53

Satisfaction of Criteria for Islamophobia:
"International Judge the Qur'an Day"
The Runnymede

Report's

Eight Closed Views of Islam -1, 2, 3, 4,5

Doving's Ten Claims of Islamophobic

Rhetoric - 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9,10

While "Judge the Qur'an Day" fully satisfies a significant number of the
established
criterion

criteria,

it perhaps

notes that because

best exemplifies

Doving's tenth criterion.

This

Islam poses such a threat, the West needs to take some

type of action so as to maintain

control.

"Judge the Qur'an Day" serves as an

example

of what form that action can take. While some Islamophobes

advocate

for passing legislation

or restricting

might

the rights of Muslims, Jones decided to

burn the holy book of Islam. Another way in which this criterion is satisfied
occurred

shortly

after the jury delivered

who did not want to be present
delivered

audience

his address

that discussed

with a bold call to action.

to begin a movement

After Jones dismissed those

for the burning, Abaza, the prosecuting

a short speech to audience

He concluded

their verdict.

the symbolism
Essentially,

attorney,

of the burning.

he called for the

to have the Qur'an banned within the United States.

Alvarez, Lizette and Don Van Natta Jr. "Pastor Who Burned Koran Demands
Retribution."
The New York Times. 1 April 2011. Web. 3 April 2011.
<http://www.nytimes.com/2011/04/02/us/politics/02burn.html>
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Such an extreme action is not only Islamophobic,

but also antithetical

to principles

upon which America was founded.
"Judge the Qur'an Day" is also Islamophobic
merely used the event as a way to justify something

in so far as it appears
he had wanted

time: publicly burn the Qur'an. The mock trial was his attempt
act. After "Burn a Qur'an Day" inspired

that Jones

to do for some

at legitimizing

so much public outcry, Jones felt that this

event would be different because his trial served as "objective"

proof of the Qur'an's

crimes. In other words, "undisputable

evidence" that the Qur'an deserved

burned would actually be a necessary

precondition

Theoretically,

was Christian.

to the burning

this would absolve Jones of any criticism.

no way objective for a number

this

of reasons.

this time.

However, this trial was in

First, every single member

Thus, the ability of these individuals

to be

to impartially

of the jury

evaluate

the

Qur'an was impaired by their religious bias. In addition to the jury being biased,
Jones himself holds an undeniable

bias against Islam. Additionally,

the person bringing the charges against the Qur'an.
served as judge. Finally, Jones admitted

Despite both of these facts, he

in an interview

being burned, the book had been soaking in kerosene

that prior to the Qur'an
for over an hour.>'

this process had to have begun prior to the jury even beginning
it suggests that Jones purposefully

Jones is actually

their deliberations,

set the Qur'an up to fail. In a very real sense, he

knew that the book would be found guilty. Indeed, that was precisely
wanted all along.

54

Banks.

Whereas

what he

•
45

x. Anti-Shariah Legislation
In addition
example

to the rhetoric

of lslamophobia

present

stems from the anti-Shariah

continues

to be proposed

generally

worded

purpose,

which is to prevent

in state legislatures

in a slightly

different
American

when making judicial decisions.
"American

Law for American

The supposed

in political campaigns, another prime
legislation that has been and

across the country.

way, they all have the same fundamental
courts from ever considering

Courts."
began as a result of a recent case in

New Jersey in which Judge Joseph Charles denied a restraining

documents,
religion.

abused

the defendant

by her Muslim husband.

allegedly

believes

to you. The woman, she should submit

was operating

under his belief that it is, as the

his desire to have sex when and whether

was consistent

with his practices

This case has sparked
American

legal system, prompting

was Oklahoma.

he wanted to, was something

and it was something

a national

judges could not base a judgment
legislation

According to court

I ask her to do." In his ruling, Judge Charles concludes, "The court

that (the defendant]

husband,

order to a woman

told the plaintiff, "This is according to our

You are my wife. I can do anything

and do anything

Shariah law

It is fitting then that many of these bills are titled

need for such legislation

who was being sexually

While each bill is

that was not prohibited."55

debate about Shariah law infiltrating

many legislators

the

to draft bills that would ensure

on Islamic law. The first state to consider such

The "Save Our State Amendment"

was a ballot

"Superior Court of New Jersey, Appellate Division: S.D., Plaintiff-Appellant,
M.J.R., Defendant-Respondent."
FindLaw. 2010. Web. 24 March 2011.
<http://caselaw.findlaw.com/nj-superior-court-appellate-division/1532706.html>

55
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referendum

that stated, "[This measure]

makes court [sic] rely on federal and state

law when deciding cases. It forbids courts from considering
Shariah Law is Islamic law. it [sic] is based on two principles
the teaching of Mohammed."

The measure

or using Shari a Law.
sources, the Koran and

passed with an overwhelming

70% of

the people voting in its favor.56
Immediately

following the November

director of the Council on American-Islamic
lawsuit claiming the amendment
"You have a state-endorsed
marginalizes
stigmatized
sponsors,

Relations

violated his freedom

amendment

(CAIR) in Oklahoma,
of religion.

in our Constitution

filed a

He concluded,

that isolates, targets

and

Muslims as a threat to the American way of life. We would be
by this amendment..

attempted

equal treatment
downright

2 election, Muneer Awad, executive

.." Senator Anthony Sykes, one of the bill's

to justify the measure

regardless

by stating, "They certainly

don't respect

of gender in Shariah law. They're very abusive

and

ill-treat women as unequal citizens in Shariah law, and we certainly

want that here in America."

57

Representative

Rex Duncan, another

amendment,

added that the arguments

"ridiculous."

He further noted, "This (ballot measure)

sponsor

being raised against the measure
is the picture

don't

of the

were

of what is

"Oklahoma 'Shari a Law Amendment,' State Question 755 (2010)./1 Ballotpedia.
n.d. Web. 20 December 2010.
<http://ballotpedia.org/wiki/index.php/Oklahoma_%22Sharia_Law_Amendment%
2 2,_State_ Questi on_7 5 5_(2 0 10) >
57 Hagerty, Barbara Bradley.
"Oklahoma's Anti-Shariah Law Put On Hold, For Now."
National Public Radio. 8 November 2010. Web. 20 December 2012.
<http://www.npr.org/templates/story
/story.php?storyId=131168920>
56
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American."

On November

8,2010,

U.S. District Judge Vicki Miles-LaGrange

ruled in

favor of Awad and issued an injunction.w
Since Oklahoma
legislatures

(including

introduced

this legislation,

Oklahoma)

have considered

to note that only fourteen
Mississippi,

precisely twenty-four
anti-Shariah

Missouri, New Mexico, Oklahoma,

South Carolina, Tennessee,

explicitly forbid Shariah though.

(Arkansas,

Florida, Indiana, Kansas, Maine, Nebraska,

West Virginia, Utah) are cleverly worded
hopes that the bill will be less controversial
generally

law," or "religious

The bills from the other states
North Carolina, South Dakota,

so as to not directly mention Shariah in
as it does not single out Islam. These

law." However, the timing and language of these bills reveal their
In fact, the language

Policy Alliance's

"American

incursion

Texas, and

target a vaguer concept such as "foreign law," "international

true intentions.

that "protects

bills. It is important

(Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Georgia, Iowa, Louisiana,

Wyoming)

documents

state

American

is sometimes

Laws for American

citizens'

constitutional

Courts," a model piece of legislation
rights against the infiltration

of foreign laws and foreign legal doctrines,

Law."59 Arkansas=

directly copied from the Public

and Florida'< serve as examples

and

especially Islamic Shariah
of this.

58 Kennedy, Douglas. "Shari a (Islamic Law) Not O.K. in Oklahoma." FOX News. 25
June 2010. Web. 27 December 2010.
<http://liveshots.blogs.foxnews.com/2
0 10/06/25 /sharia-islamic-law-not-ok-inoklahoma/print/»
59 "American Laws for American Courts." Public Policy Alliance. n.d. Web. 9 March
2011. <http://publicpolicyalliance.org/?pagejd=38>
60 MacNeil, Kelly. "Lawmakers
File Bill To Guard Against Foreign Law." 20 January
2011. Web. 2 February 2011. <http://www.kuar.org/kuarnews/11890lawmakers-file-bill-to-guard-against-foreign-Iaw.html>
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Of all these bills, Tennessee's

stands out as unique in that it does not focus on

the judicial branch, but on the citizenry.

In the original version

of Material Support

to Designated Entities Act of 2011, the official title of the bill, it is first noted that
Shariah law is a "political doctrine"

that "requires

passively support the replacement

of America's

"inextricably

all its adherents
constitutional

republic"

and is

linked" to "a war doctrine known as jihad." It is then concluded

any two individuals who collectively engage in or show support
shall be charged with a Class B felony, which is punishably
and/or

to actively and

fifteen years in prison.

rise to severe public outcry.

Not surprisingly,

Consequently,

altered version of the bill that removed

telling. Senator Mike Fair, the sponsor
round of anti-Shariah

legislation,

by a monetary

attempt

fine

language

to Shariah.v-

to justify this legislation

of S 0444 of 2011, South Carolina's

drew an unsubstantiated

gave

were forced to draft an

all specific references

The way in which these legislators

for Shariah law

this inflammatory

the sponsors

that

connection

is quite
second

between

Islam and terrorism:
Most, and when I say most, ninety nine percent
terrorism

probably,

acts of

around the world since at least since the killing of the two

hundred plus Marines in Lebanon, in the car bomb or whatever
have occurred,

all these acts of terrorism,

have occurred

it was,

at the hands

"Florida weighs ban on Shariah law in domestic courtrooms?"
NY Daily News. 2
March 2012. Web. 6 March 2012. <http://articles.nydailynews.com/2012-0302 /news/31118123_1_shariah-foreign-Iaw-house-and
-senate-bills/Z>
62 Sisk, Chas. "TN legislators
strip 'Shariah' from anti-terror bill." The Tennessean.
23 March 2011. Web. 4 April 2011.
<http://www.tennessean.com/article/20110323/NEWS01/l03230341/TNlegislators-strip-Shariah-from-antiterror-bill>
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of Middle Eastern

men who happen to be Muslim advocates

of the

Islam religion.sRepresentative

Gerald Gray fought to legitimize

believe very strongly in the separation
many, many Islamic believers

of anti-Shariah

of 2011. introduced

to a committee
time.s" Another

on a state level. there are some

being introduced

in the U.S. Congress.

H.R. 973

Sandy Adams (R-FL), could prohibit the

"foreign law" when making decisions.

example is the Jihad Prevention
in September

it died in the House Committee

citizenship
installing

legislation

occurred

The bill was referred

in March 2011, but has not been brought back to the floor since that

House of Representatives
because

examples

by Representative

courts from considering

of church and state which

do not believe that to be true."64

While all of these previous
examples

HJ008 of 2011 by stating, "We do

to any immigrant

Act, a bill introduced

in the U.S.

2008. The bill, which was never voted upon
on the Judiciary, would have denied U.S.

who "failed to attest that he or she will not advocate

a Shariah Law system in the United States."66

63 Fang, Lee. "Sponsor
Of South Carolina Anti-Sharia Law Claims 99% Of Terrorist
Acts Committed By Muslims." Think Progress. 18 May 2011. Web. 16 June 2011.
<http.y /thinkprogress.org/politics
/2011/05/18/167075
/michael-fair-sharia/>
64 Posner, Sarah. "Meet Wyoming's Anti-Shari'ah Crusader." Religion Dispatches.
n.d. Web. 28 February 2011.
<http://www.religiondispatches.org/
dispatches/sarah
posner/ 4221/meet_ wyomin
g%27s_anti-shari%
27ah_crusader_f>
65 "H.R. 973: To amend title 28, United States Code, to prevent the misuse of
foreign ..." GovTrack. n.d. Web. 16 June 2011.
<http.y /www.govtrack.us/
congress/bills/112/hr973>
66 "H.R. 6975 (110th):
Jihad Prevention Act." GovTrack n.d. Web. 27 December
2010. <http.y/www.govtrack.ua/
congress/bills/Ltu
/hr697 5>
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Satisfaction of Criteria for Islamophobia:
Anti-Shariah Legtslauon
The Runnymede

Report's Eight Closed Views of Islam - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7

Doving's Ten Claims of Islamophobic

Because this type of legislation
criteria, it must be considered
on the assumption

Rhetoric - 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10

satisfies nearly all eighteen

Islamophobic.

Clearly, all of these bills are founded

that Muslims not only desire to implement

United States but that such an implementation
as a violation of American liberties.

This speaks to several of the criteria.

and serve
Perhaps

is Doving's tenth, which is titled

"Something Must Be Done." To explain, these politicians

immediate

Shariah law in the

would be life threatening

the criterion that is satisfied most significantly

Shariah being instituted

of the established

feel that the possibility

in America is so likely that they feel an obligation

of

to take

action. This is, of course, why they chose to draft legislation.

One must also recognize

that this legislation

Muslims, thereby satisfying the Runnymede
and women were so interested

in ensuring

court, they would also draft legislation

Report's seventh

legislation absolutely

criterion.

against
If these men

that religious law was not utilized in

that banned judges from considering

Christian, Hindu, Buddhist, and Zoroastrian
exist and these measures

unfairly discriminates

precepts.

Whereas

such bills do not

only target one specific religion (Islam), anti-Shariah

works to single out Muslims.

This legislation can also be considered
are not based in fact. Recall that this hysteria

Islamophobic

because

the concerns

began after the previously

in New Jersey. While it is true that the judge did make mention

cited case

of the defendant's

..
51
religion during his ruling, neither
decision.

What these politicians

went on to note that because
violence, the parties
separately,

choose to conveniently

the defendant

exhibited

is further

religion

In other words, the

had little, if any, impact on the decision.

was under
discredited

overturned

no history of domestic

order was simply unnecessary.

that the judge was under the false assumption
defendant

ignore is that the judge

had already filed for a divorce, and the parties were living

a restraining

defendant's

Islam nor Shariah law formed the legal basis of the

a "no-contact

Furthermore,

it seems

that already, as a condition of bail, the

order" with regard to the plaintiff. This example

by the fact that New Jersey's Appellate Court quickly

the ruling.

The Appellate

Court plainly writes, "The judge was

mistaken."67

XI. Muslim President Obama
Another

example

rumor that President
Muslim.
generally

of Islamophobia

in the United States is the unfounded

Obama, who claims to be a devout Christian, is secretly a

David Emery classifies this as an ..E-mail rumor," meaning that this idea is
spread

by people forwarding

gravity of this issue, consider
"Do you happen
Muslim, Buddhist,

a chain e-mail.v" To better understand

the

that the Pew Research Institute has asked the question

to know what Barack Obarna's religion is? Is he Christian, Jewish,
Hindu, atheist, agnostic, or something

else?" in four surveys

67 "Superior Court of New Jersey, Appellate Division." FindLaw. 2010. 24 March
2011. <http://caseIaw.findlaw.com/nj-superior-court-appellatedivision/1532706.html>
68 Emery, David. "Is Barack Obama a Muslim?" About.com. 4 March 2011. Web. 4
January 2012.
<http://urbanlegends.about.com/library
/bl_barack_obama_muslim.htm>
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between

March 2008 and August 2010. In August 2010, 18% indicated

id
Ob
M I' meanl'ng that almost 1 in 5 Americans
ama was a us im,
P rest ent
This statistic is actually up from 12% in March 2008. The upward
corresponds

to a downward

trend of those who indicated

that
believe this.

trend

that President

Obama is a
69

Christian.

That number went from 47% in March 2008 to 34% in August 2010.

This is problematic

in that it results in fear mongering

such theory, as reported

and conspiracy

by David Corn, is that "Obama is scheming

millions of Muslims-perhaps

up to 100 million-from

theories.

One

to bring tens of

the Middle East into the

United States in order to turn this country into an Islamic nation by the end of his
second term."?"

Satisfaction of Criteria for Islamophobia:
Muslim President·Obama
The Runnymede

Report's Eight Closed Views of Islam - 2, 3, 4, 5

Doving's Ten Claims of Islamophobic

While the rumor that President

Rhetoric - 1, 3, 4, 8, 10

Obama is a secret Muslim in and of itself does

not satisfy many of the criteria, I argue that it is Islamophobic
implies. In other words, people perpetuate
Their purpose is to draw a connection
they understand

these rumors

between

to oppose American values.

because

of what it

for a very specific reason.

the president
If they thought

and a religion

that

highly of Islam, there

"Growing Number of Americans Say Obama is a Muslim." Pew Research Center.
19 August 2~10. Web. 14 April 2011. <http://pewresearch.org/pubs/1701/pol!obama -m US~I m -christian -church -ou t -of- po liti cs- po liti cal-l ead ers- re ligi ous >
70 Corn, David, "Obarna's Secret Plot To Bring 100 Million Muslims
to the US."
MotherJones. 25 February 2011. Web. 14 April 2011.
<http://motherjones.com/politics/2
0 11/02 /obamas-secret-muslim-plot>
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would be no purpose in furthering these claims. It simply would not be an issue.
These rumors are based on the "closed views" that Islam is "other," "inferior to the
West," "threatening"

and a "political ideology." The conspiracy theory that this

rumor has given rise to certainly exemplifies Doving's idea of "the takeover," which
suggests that "Muslims will successfully attempt to literally overrun the West in
terms of population."
Furthermore,

as Emery so clearly illustrates, one must consider this to be an

example of Islamophobia because there is no evidence whatsoever to substantiate
this claim. For over twenty years, President Obama has been very public about his
Christian faith and passion for Jesus Christ. He regularly attends a Christian Church
and has never admitted to being anything other than a Christian. Emery concludes:
No proof of any kind is offered by those who make these claims - no
sightings of Obama attending a mosque, no pictures of him reading the
Koran, praying to Mecca, or observing Islamic holidays with his family.
The entire case, such as it is, rests on a confused and error-ridden
recitation of Obama's upbringing and purported childhood
influences."!

71

Emery.
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XII. Google's Veterans Day Doodle

Google, the world's most widely used online search engine, has a long history
of publishing modifications of its homepage logo in recognition of various events,
holidays, and even tragedies. This is such a common occurrence that Google has
officially named these alternations "Doodles."

The search engine explains that the

first doodle was created in 1998, prior to Google becoming incorporated,

when the

founders wanted to indicate that they were attending a festival in Nevada and
therefore "out of the office." Since that time, users around the world have voiced a
strong demand for doodles. Consequently, Google actually employs a group of
illustrators and engineers for the sole purpose of creating these images. One might
be surprised to learn that this team has created over 1,000 doodles to date.i? A web
page has even be created to serve as a museum of sorts to display all of these
Images.P One example ofa doodle occurred on May 21, 2010 when the company

"About Doodles." Google. n.d. Web. 13 January 2012.
<http://www.google.com/doodles/about>
73 "Doodles." Google. n.d. Web. 13 January 2012.
<http://www.google.com/doodles/finder
/2012/ All%20doodles>
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changed

its default logo of mostly plain, multi-colored

playable

game of Pac-Man in celebration

doodle was created

to show "a carriage

letters to an interactive and

of the game's 30th anniversary."
progressing

from Westminster

fairy tale castle" in honor of Prince William and Kate Middleton's

Another
Abbey to a

royal wedding on

April 29, 2011,75
On Thursday,
of Veterans

Flag served

of the flag alarmed

bottom

11, 2010, Google decided to change its logo in honor

Day. The image was mostly the same as the default logo except the pole

of an American

Forward

November

as the "1" and was draped over the "e." The positioning

the membership

(MAF). To these individuals,
of the crescent

MAF took immediate
Communication,

of an organization

known as Moving America

the bottom of the "e" strongly resembled

moon that many in the West have associated

Google to modify the image so as to correct this mistake.

directly behind

with Islam.

action by having Danny Gonzalez, its Director of

issue a press release, which, in no uncertain

doodle supposedly

the

desecrated

the American

terms, called upon

The problem was that the

flag by having a symbol of Islam

it. Others have argued that the artist is subtly implying that Muslims

are patiently

hiding under the guise of being Americans, just waiting for the perfect

opportunity

to attack."

Quite simply, Islam represents

a looming threat.

According

Terdiman, Daniel. "Go ogle gets Pac-Man fever." CNet. 21 May 2010. Web. 13
January 2012. <http://news.cnet.com/8301-13772_3-20005528-52.html>
75 Mackenzie,
lain. "William and Kate's World Wide Wedding." BBC News. 29 April
2011 Web. 13 January 2012. <http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/technology13236856>
76 Townsend,
Allie. "Coogle Doodle Controversy: An Islamic Crescent Moon Hidden
In Vet Doodle?" Time. 11 November 2009. Web. 13 January 2012.
<http://techland.time.com/20
10 /11/11 / google-doodle-controversy-an-islamiccrescent-moon-hidden-in-vet-doodle/>
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to MAF, this was a "cause for concern" as "hundreds"
with concerns about the supposed

implication

of its members

had written

in

that Islam ruled over America."?

Google took no action on this matter.

Satisfaction of Criteria for Islamophobia:
Google's V:eterans Day Doodle
The Runnymede

Report's

Eight Closed Views of Islam - 2, 3, 4, 5

Doving's Ten Claims of Islamophobic

I argue that the Google doodle incident
President

Rhetoric - 1, 3, 4, 8,10

is similar to the rumors

about

Obama being a Muslim in that, taken on face value, the example

not satisfy many of the criteria.

However, I still contend that it is Islamophobic

because of what it implies. This illustration
Internet sensation

itself does

certainly would not have become

that it did if people did not perceive Islam in a negative

MAF's press release definitely satisfies Doving's tenth criterion
Be Done." Gonzalez actually concludes
SHOULD be corrected

by stating, "Whether

way.

of "Something

by mistake

the

Must

or design, it

as soon as possible and modified so as not to so closely

resemble this religious symbol."
This example can also considered
facts. It is imperative
coincidence

to understand

Islamophobic

that, regardless

because
of whether

it is not founded
this was a

or not, the crescent moon is not officially symbolic of Islam.

religion has no universally

recognized

symbol.

The connection

between

Garibaldi. "Retreat! The Mooslims Conquer Google!" LoonWatch.
2010. 13 January 2012. <http://www.loonwatch.com/2010/11/retreat-themooslims-conquer-gocgle/>
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in

In fact, the
the

11 November

-57
crescent

moon and Islam actually originated

Quite simply, the Ottoman
associate

flag featured

Muslims with the symbol.

largely populated

by adherents

flags (e.g., Malaysia, Pakistan,

with the Muslim Ottoman Empire.

a crescent moon and thus the West began to

It is no coincidence

that countries

that are

of Islam also feature the crescent moon on their
Algeriaj.?"

XIII. Mansfield ISO's Arabic Studies Program
Another

smaller,

little known example of Islamophobia

Mansfield, TX. In the summer
the Foreign Language
Independent
Education

Assistance

Program

of Education awarded

(FLAP) grant to the Mansfield
submitted

to the Department

of

noted that the five year, $1.3 million grant would be used to create an

would allow students

at select schools in the district.

Specifically, the program

to learn the Arabic language, culture, government,

art,

and history."?

When parents
made a connection
Krane, a parent
Christianity,

the U.S. Department

School District (ISD). The proposal

Arabic Studies program

traditions,

of2010,

occurred in

learned

between

of this initiative,

many were outraged

because they

the Arabic language and the religion of Islam. Baron

of a Mansfield student,

is quoted as saying, "The school doesn't teach

so I don't want them teaching

Islam." The conflation between

and Islam was so strong that Mansfield ISD Superintendent

Arabic

Bob Morrison had to

Pennington, Rosemary. "The Crescent Moon and Islam." Muslim Voices. 4
February 42009. Web. 13 January 2012. <http://muslimvoices.org/crescentmoon-islamy»
79 "Mansfield
Arabic Program On Hold." CBS DFW. 8 February 2011. Web. 28
February 2011. <http://dfw.cbslocal.com/2011/02/07
/mandatory-arabic-classescoming-to-mansfield/>
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organize a public meeting for parents
attended

this meeting.

curriculum
program

to attend and ask questions.

Over 200 parents

During the event, Morrison had to repeatedly

would not focus on Islam, just like the school district's

stress that the

current

Spanish

does not focus on religion. 80 Even after the meeting, some parents

remained

un convinced.

Cindy Henderson,

who has a fifth grade son in the school

district, invoked the one of the most infamous
history when she observed,

displays of radical Islam in recent

"We don't want to discriminate

against the entire

Middle East, but [9-11] is hard to forget."81 As a direct result of parental
Mansfield officials declared that the program

was placed on an "indefinite

Following the meeting, the Mansfield ISD released
the media that detailed a response
The statement
Department
implement

essentially

to the concerns

parents

and

by the community.

was to be submitted

The primary

elimination

the statement

sought at every step in the process.83

changes included

of the "curriculum-writing

ensuring that no student would be required
Perhaps most importantly,

hold."82

to the

how the school district would create and

the Arabic Studies program.

process of implementation,

a statementto

expressed

notes that a new proposal

of Education regarding

concerns,

to take Arabic language

stresses

a slowed

process,"
classes.

that input from parents

Unfortunately,

and

only a few months

will be
later, the

80"Mansfield Arabic Program On Hold."
81 Rogers, Amanda. "Mansfield school district backs away from Arabic program."
Star-Telegram. 9 February 2011. Web. 28 February 2011. <http://www.startelegram.com/2011/02/08/2834067
/mansfield-school-district-backs.html>
82"Mansfield ISD will re-tool Arabic culture curriculum."
WFAA. 7 February 2011.
Web. 28 February 2011. <http://www.wfaa.comjnews/localjMansfield-ISD-willre-tool-Arabic-culture-curriculum-115534769.html>
83 "Arabic Language Studies Statement." Mansfield Independent
School District. 8
February 2011. Web. 28 February 2011.
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Department

of Education

formally rejected

the amended

then decided to accept the decision without
Studies program

grant proposal.

appeal and discontinue

Morrison

the Arabic

prior to it even beginmng.s+

Satisfaction of Criteria for Islamophobia:
Mansfield lSD's Arabic Studies Program
The Runnymede

Report's

Eight Closed Views of Islam - 1, 2, 3,4, 5

Doving's Ten Claims of Islamophobic

It must be concluded
two reasons.
University,

an example of Islamophobia

First, as Dr. Chad Bauman, an associate

of religion at Butler

Pakistan,

that state, Egypt, ranks fifth on the list. The first four states
India, Bangladesh)

Middle East. Thus, the automatic

are actually neither Arab nor located in the

association

Arabic and Islam is not even supported

that these parents made between

by data.8s

Second, it is quite telling that these parents
not even want their children
adherents.

professor

for

notes, only one out of the top ten largest Muslim states, by population, is

Arab. Furthermore,
(Indonesia,

that this represents

Rhetoric - 2, 4, 8, 9

The assumption

are so afraid of Islam that they do

to study a language that is supposedly

spoken by its

that a child who studies Arabic is somehow

going to be

<http://www.mansfieldisd.org/departments/communications/news/lOll/february
/arabicgrant.htm>
84 "Arabic Grant Update: Amended
grant proposal rejected; district program
discontinued."
8 Mansfield Independent School District. April 2011. Web. 6
January 2012.
<http://www.mansfieldisd.org/departments/communications/news/l011/april/arabicgrantApr8.htm>
85 Bauman, Chad. Class lecture.
Islam: Religion, Culture, Society. Butler University,
Indianapolis,
IN. 20 January 2011.
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indoctrinated

with Islam is simply fallacious.

Wimbrey, assistant

It merely reinforces

what Willie

principal at a Mansfield ISD school, noted, "We had people

the meeting] who were animatedly
rhetoric utilized by these parents

[at

fearful of anything to do with Islam."86 While the
did not explicitly satisfy many criteria,

their children learning a language that might be connected
indicative of many of the Runnymede

Report's

manifestation

about President

is similar to the rumors

their fear of

to Islam is certainly

"closed views."

In this regard, this

Obama and the Google

doodle.

XIV. "The 99"
Another example of Islamophobia

can be found in the reaction

to the 2006

original series "The 99." "The 99," which originally began a comic book series but
has now expanded

to an international

follows the lives of ninety-nine
world who somehow

television

ordinary

teenagers

locate one of the ninety-nine

series and possibly

and adults from all across the
mystical Noor Stones.

stones imbue their owner with one of the ninety-nine
listener, opener, lover, powerful),

even a film,

found in the Qur'an.

attributes

These

of Allah (e.g., healer,

Each of the young role

models arises out of a different country, but they must work together

to fight forces

of darkness.v?

Rogers, Amanda. "Mansfield school district backs away from Arabic program."
Star Telegram. 9 February 2011. Web. 28 February 2011. <http://www.startelegram.com/20
11/02/08/283406
7/mansfield-school-district-backs.html>
87 "About Us." The 99. n.d. Web. 7 January 2012. <http://www.the99.org/page19,ckl>
86
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Dr. Naif Al-Mutawa, a Kuwaiti clinical psychologist
CEO of Teshkeel

Media Group, reportedly

the overwhelmingly

negative

media and extremists.

created "The 99" in an attempt to counter

message that was being spread about Islam by the

As he states, "My conviction,

belief that the only way to beat extremism
Mutawa is adamant

Iaw. 0 ur super heroes are arc hetypes -

bear non-Muslim

the mechanics

blueprints

chose to have the characters

sounding

to "indoctrinate

Despite this,

children into

In fact, Mutawa reveals, "The 99' never talks about

We never discuss God, we never address

Mutawa purposefully

my mission, is based on the

is through arts and culture."

that the series does not attempt

Islam," as so many have argued.
religion.

who also serves as the

names in an attempt

-

of any religious

. to. "88
of values we all aspire

come from different states and
to prevent

the underlying

culture

from being "in your face."89
Despite critical acclaim by President
organizations
around
attempt

Obama, numerous

reputable

such as Reuters, Forbes, and Time, and success in other media markets

the world, "The 99" has faced numerous
to enter the American

media market.

Mutawa could not find a network
signed a television

distribution

lslamophobic

obstacles in its

Oddly, though, this is not because

that wanted to air "The 99." In fact, Mutawa
agreement

with The Hub, a partnership

between

88 Schroeder, Christopher M. "Naif Al-Mutawa fights to bring 'THE 99' and its
message to wide U.S. audience." The Washington Post. 11 October 2011. Web. 7
January 2012. <http://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/naif-al-mutawafights-to-bring-the-99-and-its-message-to-wide-usaudience /Ztl 11/10/07 /gIQAmZdqdL_story _1.html>
89 Sacirbey, Omar, "'99' Muslim Superhero Comics Gain Followers -- And
Controversy."
The Huffinqton Post. 11 October 2011. Web. 7 January 2012.
<http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2
0 11/1 0/11 /99-muslim-superherocomic_n_1005950.html>
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Hasbro Toys and Discovery, in October 2010. Yet, over a year later, the series is still
not on the air and has reportedly

been postponed

indefinitely.??

Though not the official reason of course, many believe that the problems
surrounding

"The 99" being postponed

One outspoken

stem from a strong Islamophobic

backlash.

critic of the series, Andrea Peyser, writes, "These Islamic butt-

kickers are ready to bring truth, justice and indoctrination
Western minds."

to impressionable

She implies that children who watch the television

gradually favor the idea of having Shariah law implemented

program

will

in the United States.

She bluntly concludes, "Cancel 'The 99' before it starts."91
Even more vocal on this issue has been Pamela Geller, a well-known
conservative

blogger.

Deeming "The 99" to be an "insidious

she writes that the series mainstreams

"the institutionalized

under Shariah" and "calls for the subjugation

of non-Muslims

form of cultural
oppression

jihad,"

of women

and the denial of basic

rights to them under the rule of Islamic law."92 Geller later created

a "counter-comic

strip" titled "The 19" that follows Pamela Geller and Roberts Spencer as they
attempt to fight the nineteen

hijackers

from September

11, 2001.93 Gellar

Robinson, Bryan. "Islam-Based Superheroes: Here to Save the Day or Villains in
Disguise?" Fox Nation. 16 October 2011. Web. 7 January 2012.
<http://nation.foxnews.com/99
/2011/10 /16/islam-based-superheroes-here-saveday-or-villians-disguise#ixzz1ivLAqC7x>
91 Peyser, Andrea. "Trading cape for the burqa."
The New York Post. 11 October
2010. Web. 7 January 2012.
<http.y/www.nypost.com/p
/news /local/trading_cape_for
_the_burq a_SVLKS 5gF1 HI
JugmRPFJepL>
92Geller, Pamela. "86 'THE 99.'" WorldNetDaily. 11 October 2011. Web. 7 January
2012. <http://www.wnd.com/2011/10/354477
93Gellar, Pamela. "FREEDOM'S SUPERHEROES: COUNTER JIHAD DYNAMIC DUO!"
Atlas Shrugs. 14 October 2011. Web. 7 January 2012.
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purposefully
parallels

calls these nineteen

with Mutawa's
Perhaps

Standard,"
wrongfully

individuals

so as to draw grotesque

work.

most troubling

is Dr. Phyllis Chesler's work "A Disturbing

Double

which, as the title implies, criticizes Muslims around the world for
allowing

Mutawa to go unharmed

"The 99." She deems this a double standard
Westergaard,

known for his infamous

bomb in his turban,
organization
murder

"superheroes"

and American

of "Everybody

attempts,

had different

and unchallenged

in his production

because Dutch cartoonist

Kurt

drawing of the Prophet Muhammad with a

cartoonist

Draw Muhammad

Molly Norris, known for her
Day," have faced death threats,

and are now in hiding. To be fair, these two individuals

motives

like well-documented

than those of Mutawa.
Islamophobe

of

clearly

Chesler also writes that other people,

Geert Wilders of Holland, have been put on trial

for "telling the truth about Islam." According to Chesler, while these people
supposedly

"blasphemed"

piece ultimately
that something

suggests

Islam, the "greatest

blasphemer"

is actually Mutawa. Her

that Mutawa has been treated unfairly in this regard and

should be done about it.??

<http://atlasshrugs2000.typepad.com/
atlasshrugs /2010/10 /freedomssuperheroes-counter-jihad-dynamic-duo.html>
94 Chesler, Phyllis.
"A Disturbing Double Standard." Fox News. 13 October 2010.
Web. 7 January 2012. <http://www.foxnews.com/opinion/2010/10/13/phyllischesler-muslim-superhero-role-models-islamic-jihad-muhammed-allahgod/#ixzz1ivGyAkTg>
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Satisfaction of Criteria for Islamophobia:
liThe 99"
The Runnymede

Report's Eight Closed Views of Islam - 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7

Doving's Ten Claims of Islamophobic

Rhetoric - 3, 4, 5, 8, 9

Whereas the reaction to "The 99" satisfies well over half of the criteria,
deem this rhetoric to be Islamophobic.

The criterion

satisfied by this reaction is the Runnymede

Report's

that is most significantly
seventh

"closed view." The criterion, entitled "Discrimination
to the justification

of discriminatory

states outright that this television

practices

second criterion

about Islam perpetuating

despite the fact that Americans
advocates

discriminating

fears. Furthermore,

characteristic

defended,"

towards

Muslims.

show must be canceled because

American children will become indoctrinated

(speaking

against this Muslim television

Doving would certainly recognize

of women to satisfy her sixth criterion,

supposedly

subjected to human rights violations

refers

In this case, Peyser
of fears that

to the Runnymede

enjoy the freedom of speech.

of a

essentially

ideas that oppose American

oppression

I

Report's

values),

Peyser essentially

show simply because
Geller's contention

which notes that women

of her

about the
are

in Islamic societies.

XV. Future Research
While I have attempted
American Islamophobia,
number

to be as balanced

as possible

it is critical to conduct further

in my investigation

research

of reasons, above all so that citizens are better equipped

fight against it.

on this subject
to recognize

of
for a
and
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First, scholars would be wise to continue to monitor the work of Pastor Terry
Jones. I recently learned that after I stopped conducting research, he conducted at
least two additional acts that I would deem Islamophobic. One was a small-scale
protest in front of the Islamic Center of America in Dearborn, MI. The purpose of
effort was to "expose Shariah in America."95 The second of these acts is one that
Jones is currently planning. "International Judge Muhammad Day," an opportunity
for Jones and his followers to determine if Muhammad was a prophet or a "liar and
deceiver," will take place on September 11, 2012. Should Muhammad be found
guilty, he will be "severely punished."96 Additionally, one might also consider
examining the literature, speeches, and press releases surrounding Jones's 2012
presidential

campaign. On October 26, 2011, Jones announced his candidacy along

with a list of seven campaign promises, none of which, interestingly enough, are
remotely related to Islam."?
In addition to Jones's campaign, it is important to research the presence of
Islamophobic rhetoric in the overall 2012 general election. I collected a small
amount of research on then-presidential

candidate Herman Cain after he admitted

(and later defended) that he would not be comfortable appointing a Muslim to his

"Dr. Terry Jones in front of the Islamic Center in Dearborn, MI." YouTube. 5
February 2012. Web. 1 March 2012.
<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5tWKsMzzmTg&context=C39f332fADOEgsTo
PDskKSVAYiFgMiHVwQ1HuIXf-P>
96"International Judge Muhammad Day 9/11/2012." YouTube. 29 January 2012.
Web. 1 March 2012. <http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F7cvwAlyajM>
97 "PRESS RELEASE:Dr Terry Jones for President." Stand Up America Now. 26
October 2011. Web. 1 March 2012. <http://www.standupamericanow.org/pressreleasey Z0 11/1 O/press-release-dr-terry-jones-for-president>
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cabinet."

This found its way into my research because it occurred very early in the

election cycle, but I purposefully chose not to include it in this thesis because it was
outside of my narrowly constructed parameters.

To be sure, it would be a bit

inconsistent to include countless examples from the 2010 election and only one
example from the 2012. Clearly though, there are instances of lslamophobia worth
pursuing in the 2012 general election. On a similar note, one might also be
interested to see if Ellmers is re-elected in the 2014 midterm election as well as
what role, if any, Islamophobic rhetoric plays in her next campaign. Scholars could
pose interesting questions about the increased or decreased presence of this type of
rhetoric and the reasons for it.
Finally, it is important to consider media campaigns that are aimed at
combating lslamophobia. not unlike "The 99./1 First, recall that in February 2011,
The Daily Show with John Stewart aired a parody video that jokingly argued one way

to combat Islamophobia in America is to create a Muslim version of The Cosby Show,
the American comedy series that is often touted as doing wonders to combat racism.
The viewer is able to see a small portion of the pilot episode of The Qu'osby Show,
which tried to portray a typical American Muslim family as ordinary and not so
different from other American families."? Taking a page out of Stewart's book, TLC
premiered the reality television series All-American

Muslim in November 2011. The

series, which follows the lives of five Muslim families in Dearborn, MI, has received
"Herman Cain refuses to appoint a Muslim in his administration." YouTube. 26
March 2011. Web. 13 April 2011.
<http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aDXCwd65R50&feature=player
_embedded>
99 "Allah in the Family." The Daily Show with John Stewart.
17 February 2011. Web.
23 February 2011. <http://www.thedailyshow.com/watch/thu-february-172011/ allah-in-the-family>
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both positive and critical reception.

Furthermore, the series has generated

considerable discussion on the topics of Islam, Muslims in America, and
lslamophobia.

It would be fascinating to detail this series' reception as well as what

work it has done to combat Islamophobia.
analyze All-American

It would also be interesting to critically

Muslim so as to determine how the perception of Muslim

Americans within the series is problematic (similar to the work modern scholars
have done with The Cosby Show).100

"All-American Muslim." TLC. n.d. Web. 5 January 2012.
<http://tlc.howstuffworks.com/tv
/all-american-muslim>
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